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One o fthe objectives o fthe
survey was to identify exactly
whataffects thepresence o f
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factors such as watertemper
ature, riparian cover, woody
debris complex, stream
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Eastern Brook Trout.
To do this, use compared
streams that contained bull
trout with streams that
didn't. To countthe bull
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methodthatcan detectasfew
as 2 3 fish per kilometer.
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B usiness B uilding D edicated
he day couldn’t have been more beauti
ful. On October 11, the skies were bright
blue, the trees flame-red as hundreds of
onlookers packed the courtyard for the dedica
tion of the William and Rosemary Gallagher
Building for the School of Business
Administration.
There was pomp and circumstance galore a
ribbon-cutting by Rosemary Gallagher and
speeches from the likes of Governor Marc
Racicot, President George Dennison, Capital
Campaign Chair Phyllis Washington and busi
ness Dean Larry Gianchetta. Then the crowd
poured inside to take a peek at what $15.5 mil

T

lion of state and private money will buy. The
four-story, disability accessible building took
two years to complete and features state-of-theart technology and classrooms ranging from
small seminar rooms to tiered 250-seat class
rooms.
Computer industry giants pitched in to out
fit the building with current technology. A
$303,415 grant from Hewlett-Packard paid for
more than 100 personal computers and four
network servers, while Microsoft Corporation
employees donated software applications.
Employees of both companies donated their
time and travel to install the equipment

About twenty-five dance students per
formed in “UM Dancing on Location”
in September. Choreographed by stu
dents and faculty, the routines were
designed to bring dance oat of the
theater and to highlight interesting
areas around campus.

2
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Several hundred people attended
the October 11 dedication of the
new business building, which fea
tured speeches from dignitaries
including Governor Marc Racicot
(above).

* B ^ h e M ontanan has coasted down
I the on-ramp and entered—you
I guessed it—the information super
highway. As of May 1996, you can dial up
features, sports stories and class notes by
calling up M ontanan online. To reach
the magazine, dial up UM’s homepage at
h ttp ://w w w .u m t.e d u and click on the
news and publications button.

I

UM N ews
O nline
tarting Friday, February 7, you can
keep a weekly tab on the news at The
University of Montana from your com
puter. TG1F (Think Grizzly, It’s Friday) as the
e-mail news service is called, will feature news
bites about the people and events on campus,
compiled by the University Communications
News Bureau. To subscribe, send an e-mail
message to listproc@listserv.umt.edu and in
the message type: subscribe ucomm
firstname lastname. (Substitute your first
name and last name.)

S

Go Dry,
Young M en
ou know the stereotype: frat boys,
beer kegs, sprawling parties. Well, this
fall the image of fraternity life under
went a radical change at The University of
Montana in response to a new “dry” policy
for UM’s Greek chapters.
After assault reports near fraternity hous
es last September brought the issue to a head,
UM’s All Greek Council agreed to ban alco
hol from all fraternity houses, except in the
private rooms of members who are of legal
drinking age. Limited exceptions will be
granted for special events, such as alumni
gatherings, with a licensed bartender. A no
alcohol policy was already in place at UM
sororities.
All Greek Council President Drew Way
said fraternity members approved the policy
in an effort to help bring the image of frater
nities in line with their goals and principles.
“We no longer wish to be known for alcohol

Y

and partying,” Way said. “That’s not our
main focus. And we don’t want to attract
members for whom drinking and partying is
the main focus. We want the focus to be on
our basic principles of tradition, brotherhood
and sisterhood, and philanthropy.
“We also want to be good neighbors,” he
said, noting that parties at fraternity houses
have created problems for residents of the
University area.
“I’m very pleased that the leaders of the
Greek system realize the seriousness of the
problems caused by alcohol in their houses,”
said Dean of Students Barbara Hollmann.
Perhaps the best thing about UM’s new frater
nity alcohol policy was that it was developed
by fraternity members themselves, she said.
“We are probably the first university that has
passed this sort of initiative voluntarily, and
not as the result of a death or other major
incident,” she said.

Touch T h at
D ial: T urn
t o KUFM-TV
ere come “Sesame Street,” “Barney,”
“Masterpiece Theatre” and “Backroads
of Montana”—courtesy of your new
local public television. With the arrival of
KUFM-TV Channel 11, based at UM, view
ers in the Missoula and northern Bitterroot
valleys have a public television station in their
community for the first time ever.
KUFM-TV hit the airwaves in January,
operating as a partner with KUSM-TV, which
is licensed to Montana State UniversityBozeman. The two constitute Montana Public
Television, a statewide network providing
viewers with informative, educational and
entertaining programming. KUFM-TV’s stu
dio is located in UM’s Performing Arts and
R adio/TV Center.
Organizers hope KUFM-TV will be as suc
cessful as KUFM, Montana Public Radio,
which has served Montanans for thirty-one
years. William Marcus, director of UM’s
Broadcast Media Center, said viewers can
expect the same dedication to quality they
have come to expect from Montana Public
Radio.

H

A scene from To K ill A M ockingbird, the
Montana Repertory Theatre's most extensive
tour to date. The tour began January 23 in
Lancaster, California, and will end in
Covington, Virginia, on May 3, after playing in
fifteen states.

P raise the Lord
and R ewrite the
Constitution?
n the eve of the 1996 general elec
tions, scholars, politicians and clergy
gathered on the UM campus to exam
ine the role of religion in the electoral and
governing process. The 1996 Mansfield
Conference, “Religious Values and the
Political Process,” featured three keynote
speakers—religious scholar the Reverend
Martin Marty, Harvard history Professor Tu
Weiming and anthropology Professor Carolyn
Fluehr-Lobban. On October 20 and 21, they
explored the relationship between religions
and politics in the United States, the Islamic
world and China. The conference finished
with a knee-slappin’ bang the following night,
when the Mighty Clouds of Joy gave a free
gospel concert to Missoulians young and old.

O
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Borgmann
Named R egents
P rofessor
roundbreaking scholarship, commit
ment to teaching and years of service
to the campus and community earned
UM philosopher Albert Borgmann the rank
of Regents Professor. Borgmann, the third
UM professor ever
selected for the presti
gious tide, was grant
ed the lifetime profes
sorship by the state
Board of Regents on
September 19.
“I think Professor
Borgmann is particu
larly well qualified for
this distinction,” said
President George Dennison. “He has distin
guished himself as a philosopher and is one
of our really shining lights in scholarship.”

G

Borgmann’s book, Technology and the
C haracter of Contem porary Life: A
Philosophical Inquiry, was the focus of an
international workshop.

ing factors keeping them at UM for more
than four years, said sociology Professor Dan
Doyle, who analyzed the results with forestry
Professor David Jackson.

R ecord
E nrollment

Forest S ervice
C hief J oins
UM Faculty

f you thought sidewalks seemed rather
crowded the last time you were on cam
pus, you were right The largest freshman
class in UM history and a growth spurt at the
College of Technology helped lift fall semes
ter enrollment to a record high of 11,886.
Last year’s fall enrollment was 11,753.
And if a recent survey—funded by the
Associated Students of UM, the University
Teachers’ Union and UM administrative
offices—is any indication, those students will
be here more than four years because they
will have to spend more time working to sup
port themselves. Surveyed students (40 per
cent of 628 responded) cited the rising costs
of tuition and living in Missoula as the lead

I

Homecoming 1 9 9 6

“ Taking Care of Business”

Images of Homecoming ’9 6 include, clockwise from left. Singing On the Steps, parade floats,
th e Alumni Band, a fan, and Monty the m ascot a t the football gam e against
Idaho State.

4
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.S. Forest Service Chief Jack Ward
Thomas traded the beltway for the
Big Sky when he retired in November
to become UM’s
Boone and Crockett
Professor of Wildlife
Conservation.
Thomas will teach,
guide graduate stu
dent research and
offer public service in
the fields of wildlife
conservation and
ecosystem manage-

U

I

ment for sustainable development. Thomas,
an internationally known wildlife biology
researcher, also will oversee the Theodore
Roosevelt Wildlife Research Station and
administer the work of the Boone and
Crockett Club’s Conservation Program.
“I look forward to this opportunity and to
returning to the West; that’s where my heart
is,” Thomas said when he announced that he
was leaving the federal agency he served for
thirty years, most recently as its thirteenth
chief.

Converting
Degrees
o you've got your two-year training as a
diesel mechanic—now you want to go
on and get your bachelor’s degree. No
problem. The Montana Board of Regents has
unanimously approved a program making it
easier to convert an associate degree of
applied science to a four-year bachelor’s
degree. Under the program, holders of twoyear degrees from the College of Technology
or other technology colleges can transfer cred
its to UM, then take upper-division classes
and general education requirement classes to
earn a bachelor’s degree.

S

m

R esearch
Vice P residency,
A nyone?
irst there was Walter E. Bollenbacher, a
biologist from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, who accepted
the job, then withdrew for personal reasons.
Then came Matthew Ames, an oncology
researcher at the Mayo Clinic But when
Ames withdrew his acceptance of the vice
presidency for research and development last
fall, some began to wonder if the position was
somehow jinxed. The hiring committee, how
ever, has gone back to work again in hopes of
finding a vice president to oversee UM’s bur
geoning research efforts. Three’s a charm?

F

Robert Kiley
D ies
obert Kiley, who was dean of UM’s
School of Fine A rts from 1972 to
1979 and an a rt professor for more
than 35 years, died unexpectedly on June 28,
1996. Kiley served as an adviser to the
National Endowment for the Arts and was a
past president of the International Council of
Fine Arts Deans. A practicing artist and pho
tographer, Kiley retired from teaching in
1989 and moved to Boca Raton, Florida. He
is survived by his wife, Phyllis.

R
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W hen Legends W on’t D ie
by Rick Stern
Grizzly fens worldwide can now follow the UM
football and men’s and women’s basketball
teams on the Internet, courtesy of Computerland.
The address is www.mtgriz.com.

ollywood couldn’t have w ritten a
better script for Montana’s 1995 sea
son: Home-grown hero smashes team
and league records while leading the Griz
through a successful regular season. He and
his teammates shine in three home playoff
blowouts. The storybook season culminates
with an improbable, last-minute win over
Marshall, when the Grizzlies captured the
Division I-A A National Championship.
Enter the 1996 season. The Grizzly foot
ball team not only had eleven scheduled
opponents, it also had to contend with the
legends of the previous year. The question
was, after quarterback Dave Dickenson has
graduated and head coach Don Read has
retired, what do you do for an encore?
Fortunately, Read’s replacement, head
coach Mick Dennehy, had some ideas. First,
he defused a brewing quarterback controver
sy by shifting junior Josh Paffhausen to wide
receiver and handing the
reigns to sophomore Brian
Ah Yat—a move that not
only solved the
question of

H

Dickenson’s replacement, but that of Matt
Wells, Montana’s all-time leading receiver. He
took pressure off Ah Yat by choosing the
Grizzlies’ eighteen returning starters to lead
the 1996 squad. Then, with the help of his
players, Dennehy did something that no
other coach in Montana history had ever
done: He led his team to an 11-0 record in
the regular season.
There were similarities to great Montana
teams of Don Read’s era: a pass-happy
offense, good defense against the run, solid
special teams play and the ability to make
successful adjustments at halftime. But
Dennehy’s style shone through in 1996, espe
cially in the way Montana ran the football.
"Basically, what we’re doing both on
offense and defense is pretty much the
same,” said Dennehy. He said that offensive
coordinator Brent Pease and defensive coordi
nator Jerome Souers did a great job of
“adding some wrinkles and fine-tuning what
we normally do, but basically we’re the same
old Grizzlies.”
But give those same old Grizzlies a year’s
experience and a national championship, and
the story is more difficult to pinpoint The
1996 regular season can’t be summed up as
easily as the previous three because this year’s
Grizzlies were a more well-rounded team.
Instead of relying on Dickenson to
outscore the opponent as in the
previous three seasons, some
one—o r several people—always

Free safety Blaine McEmurry, strong safety Sean Goicoechea and center Dave Kempfert lead the team
Grizzly home win.
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stepped forward, the sign of a great team.
“Last year we were all relatively young,”
said fifth-year senior safety Sean Goicoechea
of the defense he
helped
,j£j
anchor. “At
the begin
ning of the
year we were juniors,
relatively inexperienced.
None of us had really
started before. We built
upon that all year last year,
and I think playoff time was
when we all jelled and peaked
at the same time.”
The team continued to peak
as the ’96 season began, hold
ing Division I-A foe Oregon
State to 14 points in
Corvallis, while the Griz
scored 35. With ten senior
starters, one can honestly
say that junior linebacker
Jason Crebo—the Big Sky
Conference’s 1996
Defensive Player of
the Year—is per
haps the best play
er on the
Montana
defense. Nine
of the

singing the fight ionq after

Grizzlies’ eleven defensive starters and eight
players on the Grizzly offense were named to
the Big Sky’s All-Conference team.
The Grizzlies were seriously challenged in
at least four games—three of which saw
Montana down at halftime. O n October 19
Montana trailed Eastern Washington most of
the game until, with 56 seconds remaining,
Ah Yat connected with senior wide
| receiver Joe Douglass, who wiggled
along the sidelines for a 39-yard
touchdown and a 34-30 Montana vic
tory. The next week at WashingtonGrizzly Stadium,
the sixth-ranked
Northern
Arizona
Lumberjacks held a
20-17 lead at half
time before Montana
outscored for a 48-32
win. Again, the Ah
Yat to Douglass con
nection was a key to
the victory. At the Cal
State Northridge matchup,
the Griz

had difficulty stopping the powerful
Northridge passing attack. The team held
just a one-point lead until the fourth quarter,
when Ah Yat found senior Mike Erhardt for
two touchdowns and a score of 43-36.
The Griz easily put away Portland State.
(The stadium cheered when Portland finally
made a first down in the third quarter.)
Then the Griz faced Weber State. The team
held a 17-0 edge at the first quarter’s end,
then held on in their best defensive battle of
the season. Weber held the Griz to a seasonlow 24 points, but the Griz still edged out the
Wildcats, 24-10.
The season finale against the surprisingly
talented Montana State Bobcats found the
Grizzlies down again at halftime, 14-7. The
Grizzlies displayed their ability to make
adjustments in the second half to shut out
the Bobcats in the final thirty minutes, 35-14.
The win was their eleventh in a row over
Montana State and their eleventh straight
win in the season.
While each win was a team effort, one
Grizzly player engineered both the ups and
downs of Montana’s season. Brian Ah Yat
may have thrown a few crucial interceptions
to allow opponents the opportunity to
challenge the Grizzlies,
but he always showed
great poise in rallying
Montana to victory.
Sure, he didn’t do it
alone. Thanks to an offen
sive line that Goicoechea
calls “the basis of all the
success we have on
offense,” Ah Yat has had
plenty of time to throw—a
skill he mastered well
enough to share the Big Sky’s
Offensive Player of the Year
Award with Northern
Arizona’s Archie Amerson. Ah
Yat broke Dickenson’s school
and conference record with
forty-two touchdown passes in
19%.
“1 think Brian has had a great
approach to this season,” says
Center First-year quarterback
Brian Ah Yat

Dennehy, referring to Ah Vat’s decision to
deflect attention from himself and avoid dis
traction by not speaking to the media. “He’s
done as good a job as anybody I could ever
imagine in stepping in and taking over for a
legend.”
He also had some good targets, especially
Erhardt, who finished his career tied for the
Montana career mark in receiving touch
downs, and Douglass, who racked up more
receiving yards than anyone else in I-AA.
The list of individual accolades could go
on and on, which is why one could argue that
the Grizzlies could have lost three or four
players and still had a successful season. One
thing can certainly be said of the 19%
Grizzlies: They have created some legends of
their own. M

G riz Honor
Roll
Five Grizzlies were named AllAmericans—wide receiver Joe Douglass,
guard Mike Agee, senior David
Kempfert, quarterback Brian Ah Yat and
linebacker Jason Crebo. Seven Grizzlies
were named to the Academic AllAmerica team, matched only by power
house Nebraska.
In all, nineteen UM players earned
Big Sky mentions—the most in school
history. Ah Yat finished second and
Douglass fourth in the voting for the
19% Walter Payton Award for best
offensive player in Division I-AA.
Free safety Blaine McElmurry and
linebacker Mike Bouchee won $5,000
postgraduate scholarships from the
NCAA, distinguishing UM as the only
Division 1 school to bring in two of the
prestigious awards.
Kempfert was invited to play in the
Hula Bowl all-star game in Hawaii
January 19, and many expect him to play
pro football.
Mick Dennehy’s first year as head
coach earned him the title of K g Sky
Conference football coach of the year, an
honor voted on by the league’s athletic
directors.

Right: Wide receiver Joe Douglass.
W in te r 1997 MONTANAN
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P lay I t
A g ain , G r iz
by Rita Munzenrider
resh from their eleventh straight victo
ry over the Montana State Bobcats and
their second consecutive Big Sky
Conference championship, the 1996 Grizzlies
treated themselves and fans to an extra
month of football and a sense of deja vu.
Although the year ultimately ended in a
painful defeat to one of the Grizzlies’ greatest
foes, the 1996 team took the 1995 season
and improved on it, thanks to the handiwork
of eighteen returning starters and some new
standouts. Rookie quarterback Brian Ah Yat
and first-year head coach Mick Dennehy
made believers out of those who worried
there was no life for the Griz after Dave
Dickenson and Don Read. In short, the 1996
Grizzly team racked up the best season in
UM football history with a 14-1 record, twen
ty-one straight wins and a twenty-seven game
winning streak at home—the longest among
all I-AA schools.
Ranked as the top team in Division 1-AA,
the Grizzly gridders headed into post-season
play November 30. The Grizzlies dominated
each playoff opponent and posted lopsided
scores reminiscent of the 1995 playoffs. The
team scored a total of 162 points, just one
point shy of last year’s playoff scoring total,
while holding opponents to 24 total points,
compared with last year’s 14.
For the first of three playoff games against
teams from the South, the Grizzlies were pit-

F
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ted against Louisiana’s Nicholls State Colonels
on the familiar—but frozen—tu rf of
Washington-Grizzly Stadium. The Griz out
gunned the Colonels, 48-3, a score reminis
cent of the 48-0 shutout of Eastern Kentucky
in the first game of the 1995 playoffs.
The Grizzlies delivered a blow to the East
Tennessee State Buccaneers with a 44-14 vic
tory December 7. The following weekend in
the semifinal game, the Grizzlies’ 70-7 trounc
ing of the Troy State Trojans became the
most lopsided score in Division I-AA playoff
history, shattering the record set last year by
UM’s 70-14 semifinal shellacking of Stephen
F. Austin.
The Grizzlies’ playoff success and perfect
14-0 record left Missoulians giddy with antici
pation of a repeat championship. On
December 18, thousands lined the route from
campus to the airport in the frigid December
darkness to cheer as buses—escorted by ten

Defensive tackle Brian Toone, left and defensive end
Randy Riley.

patrol cars with flashing lights and blaring
sirens—carried the defending champs to their
plane for the flight eastward. At businesses
all along Broadway, workers huddled together
to wave and point their index fingers sky
ward as 100 stunned gridders basked in the
town’s warm send-off. Emergency flashers
and windshield wipers on dozens of cars at
dealerships and rental agencies along the
route blinked and swiped their support as the
caravan passed, while the spirit of Montana
Rail Link employees blared from a locomotive
parked on the tracks nearby.
O n December 21, the Grizzlies met
Marshall on its home field for the
Thundering Herd’s final game as a I-AA pro
gram. Each team was undefeated and had
scored a total of 609 points so far in the sea
son, and both had new coaches and quarter
backs. The Herd was unstoppable, thanks to a
quarterback and wide receiver imported from
Division I-A—Eric Kresser from Florida and
Randy Moss from Florida State. W ith a 49-29
victory over the Grizzlies, Marshall finished
with a perfect 15-0 season.
“Randy Moss was far and away the best
football player I’ve ever seen,” Dennehy said
later. “With Moss out of there, I think it
would have been a pretty even game.”
At Dahflberg Arena, a crowd of 2,000
awaited the Grizzlies’ midnight arrival follow
ing the loss. Missoula Mayor Mike Kadas told
the somber-faced Grizzlies, “It’s hard to
describe what you mean to this
community-you have taught us all a lesson-a
real important lesson—about working togeth
er as a team.” One by one, smiles appeared as
the players lifted their heads toward the
crowd. M

The first of three Grizzly touchdowns
against the Bobcats in a 1935 game
played in Butte.

Bobcats & G rizzlies:
by Rita Munzenrider
ontanans stick together when it
comes to electing their governor or
disputing recent depictions of their
state as lawless. But when it comes to the
annual batde over the pigskin between The
University of Montana and Montana State
University, Montana is a state divided: True
Montanans are either Bobcats or Grizzlies.
Even popular second-term Governor
Marc Racicot can’t ride the fence when it
comes to one of Montana’s most historic
and impassioned contests. “I love to see the
Bobcats have success on virtually every
day of the year but for the day
on which they meet the
Grizzlies,” says Racicot, a UM
law school alumnus. “No question, my heart
is there IUM].”
For almost a century, fans young and old
have gathered to watch a gridiron batde that
brings out the best—and worst—in Montanans.
Fans from both sides sport sweatshirts with
sayings such as “Mamas don’t let your babies
grow up to be Bobcats,” “Partnership for a
Griz-free Montana,” “I have two favorite
teams: The Grizzlies and whoever is playing
the Bobcats” and “Friends don’t let friends
become Grizzlies.”
Since the series started in 1897 on
Missoula’s field, the Grizzlies have dominated
with fifty-nine wins compared with the
Bobcats’ thirty-two. Both teams have histori
cally played their best game of the year
against each other. “There’ve been times
when one team is way down and ended up
either winning or nearly winning,” said
Sonny Holland of Bozeman, former Bobcat
player and head coach from 1971 to 1977.
“There have been some excellent ball games
where, going in, it didn’t look like it would be
that way. The kids play their hearts o u t”
The game can also bring out the worst in
rans. For years, the meeting was marked by
drinking and brawling, especially after the
matches. “I used to go just to watch the fights
afterward,” said UM assistant athletic director
Bill Schwanke. Missoula businessman Gene
Tripp, who played for the Grizzlies from 1963

M

A S tate
D ivided

to 1965, remembers that “it was almost scary
to go to the games.”
Older fans remember when the rivals met
halfway on neutral turf. From 1926 to 1950,
the Griz-Cat game was played in Butte.
Grizzly fans rode the train from Missoula
and, in keeping with Butte tradition, a parade
through uptown usually kicked off the match.
Then there were the pranks. On the eve
of the 1939 Griz-Cat football game,
pranksters changed the “M” on Mount
Sentinel to a “B.” Grizzly supporters retaliated
by whitewashing the MSU campus. Band
members formed The University of
Montana’s initials during a halftime show on

Bozeman’s field and dropped grass seed at
their feet The next spring, UM’s initials
sprouted in the middle of the Bobcats’ foot
ball field.
One year, MSU band members tried to
knock down the goal post at UM’s
Dornblaser Field with a tuba. After one
crushing loss to the Cats, UM players and
fans left the sacred cannon, used to salute
Grizzly touchdowns, in the middle of the
field. Bobcat boosters hooked the cannon to
a truck and headed toward Bozeman. The
cannon was left in a cafe parking
lot in Bonner.
Many fans remember a manure
:ident in 1958, but the story dif
fers. According to Holland, who
played for MSU that year, Bobcat
backers spread a load of manure on
the field after the game, while oth
ers hooked up a fire hose and sprayed
it through the stadium gate. Grizzly fans
say the manure was their idea. They claim
they hosed down Bobcat fans and tossed
them into the manure truck.
The Griz-Cat game can also divide house
holds, straining “mixed marriages.” Thirty
years ago, Griz-Cat games created so much
tension between then-newlyweds Tom and
Carol McElwain that, according to MSU grad
uate Carol, “It got so we quit going for a few
years until we matured a little b it” “The darn
Bobcats kept winning, and I’m a pretty poor
loser and she’s a poor winner,” said Tom, a
UM graduate and devoted Grizzly fan. In the
Washington-Grizzly Stadium sky box the
McElwains coown with nine other couples,
Carol is the only Bobcat fan. It’s rough, she
says, “especially when you’re not winning and
the only person they have to pick on is this
one Bobcat” One time she even put a sack
over her head and showed up as the
unknown Bobcat
Ferocious loyalties—to the Bobcats or the
Grizzlies—will probably always divide the state.
“There’s no other way it can go,” says Grizzly
fan Ben Tyvand, who lettered for the
Grizzlies in the 1940s. “There’s no in
between.” M
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Capitol a t N ight by R.F. Morgan of Helena, former curator of the Montana Historical Society.

Big Sky P olitics
A former congressman reflects on how Montana politics have changed in twenty years.

by Pat Williams
o most of us, Montana seems basically the same,
unruffled and unhurried, much as it was when
we were children growing up here under the Big
Sky. We are comforted by the sameness within
our 147,000 square miles because we like
Montana the way it is.
The Rocky Mountain Front still rises up before us, and the six and
a half million acres of our wildest lands remain much the same as they
were for the original inhabitants and for the explorers Lewis and Clark.
The waterways that run through Montana are still channels of actual
water, mostly free of foreign substances. O ur big blue skies seem dear
and dean over most of our towns and dries. With a few exceptions, the
skylines of our dries remain lovely and low, punctuated only by the
steeples of our churches. O ur automobile traffic has not yielded to grid
lock. Though some are straining, our schools have not suffered the
seam-busting chaos of urban overcrowding.
To those of us who have lived here all, or most, of our lives, the old
place looks about the same. And yet we Montanans know different; we
feel the rumblings of change.

T
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O ur politics, all politics, are shaped by change and modified by his
tory’s chisel. Earthquakes, floods, riots, war, scandals and economic
recessions transform our perceptions of the comfort and safety of our
lives. Political change is also caused by more subtle changes in our lives—
increasing unemployment, alarming results from national student
achievement tests, a break-in in the neighborhood. O ur collective
responses to these events make us bolt in new directions, and our col
lective demands can dramatically rearrange the nation’s politics.
Interestingly, it is often easier to recognize change on a national level
than it is to define it in our own city or state. National political change
is often the accumulation of the various local tides and swells, which
build to the more visible crashing of political waves on the national
shore. Former House Speaker Tip O ’Neill wisely perceived the starring
place of all national politics with his widely noted remark, “All politics
are local.”

The Winds of Change
During the past twenty years in Montana we have witnessed m a n y
changes, and our responses to these changes have reshaped our opin•ons and our politics. To understand why and how our politics differ

today from those of two decades ago, we must recognize these
I from an extractive society to a conservation
changes . As they flow into the political process, they are sorted into
t society. Although Montanans recognize that
pressures that bring about legislative and administrative modifica JEAn^ETTE
sustainable extractive industries are important
RANKIN m for Montana’s future, they also understand that
tions that strive to reflect the collective will of the people.
Our population growth, more talked about over coffee than |
f the state’s future lies in far greater economic
observed on our streets, is nonetheless a dramatic one. In 1980 I
diversity than marked our past. O ur economy, as
Montana residents totaled 787,000. The Census Bureau now *
University of Montana Professor Tom Power has
C3°PPorf
estimates that by the end of this decade the state’s population will
i m | S £ S § | § X n o t e d , ls resilient: it is transforming, not declining.
be in excess of 950,000. A million people? “W here are they?” we ask.
During the past twenty years, polk measuring
The subtle nature of this change is perhaps hard to see in a land so support for environmental policy have found an increasingly strong
high and wide. Many of our population increases have been swallowed Montana bias for strong conservation measures. For example, polk
in the wrinkles of our western mountains. More noticeable are the taken last August, prior to the rush of campaign spending on 1-22, the
recent developments spreading out across the river valleys in the east
Clean Water Initiative, showed that people who had lived in Montana
In both eastern and western Montana, the new growth is much dis for fifteen years or less supported the initiative by a margin three times
cussed, but in a casual and unconcerned manner, much as we discuss an greater than the support provided by native Montanans.
approaching winter storm—inevitable but passing. But this storm of peo
This trend toward strong environmental policy has been verified by
ple will not recede, and we will not return to the serenity of days twen numerous polk taken by neutral parties as the state has grappled with
ty years ago when there were only six of us for each square mile.
what to do with its wilderness areas over the past twen
One half of the “new” Montanans are folks who have returned to ty years. Montanans, most notably those who have
the state. Only one-third of the newcomers are seniors. Most of the rest recently arrived or returned, consistendy support
are under forty-five. T he age of these young new Montanans has had a legislation to provide ultimate protection for
considerable effect on the political landscape. They came of age during much of the state’s remaining wild lands.
the Reagan era, and thus their thinking was shaped by the politics of the

mmE,

New Political Preferences
in large part because of these new
Montanans, Montana.Js moving from an
extractive society to a conservation
society.
early and mid-1980s. They do vote, but they tend not to identify with
either the Democratic or Republican party—instead their voting tends to
swing between the two.
On issues, they are conservationists in matters of the environment
and conservatives in matters of public spending. And, like their coun
terparts in urban areas, they receive their news from the television. It is
clear that television advertisements, including political advertising, are
______ ____ — ^ critically im portant in their
process of selecting among the
candidates.
Their continuing immigra
tion, along with a national
trend toward increasing envi
ronmental concern, is pro
foundly affecting our state. In
large part because of these
1 new Montanans, Montana,
[ along with the entire
' Northern Rockies, is moving

VOTE FOR

One of the most notable changes of the past
decades is that Montanans, and most noticeably
newer Montanans, are marginally favoring
Republicans. Montana used to have two members in
the U.S. House of Representatives, so of the five top elect
ed officials—two U.S. senators, two congressmen and the governor—four
were usually Democrats. We lost a House seat in 1988, so we now have
four top elected officiak. Republicans control three of those four posi
tions. Although Democrats were elected to the three remaining
statewide offices-superintendent of schook, attorney general and
auditor—Republicans also retained majority control of both houses
of the Montana Legislature.
Three areas of Montana are noticeably changing the state’s political
complexion: Butte and Anaconda, Flathead County and the reserva
tions.
Butte and Anaconda, historically havens for the state’s Democrats,
remain so, but the raw political clout of those two cities has been great
ly reduced. Twenty years ago the mining and smelter cities accounted
for 7.6 percent of the state’s voter turnout In the last election, that was
down by about one-fourth to only 5.7 percent of the state’s turnout
During those same two decades, Flathead County rose from 5.7 per
cent of the total state voter turnout to 8.2 percent in last November’s
election.
And, during the past five years, there was an astounding increase in
registration and voter turnout among Montana’s Indian people. The
increases were evident on each of the seven Indian reservations and
among urban Indians as welL Several reservations showed gains of more
than 50 percent in both voter registration and turnout.
Statewide, Montanans registered to vote in increasingly large num-
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bers—an astounding 90 percent of those eligible to vote actually regis
tered. The relatively recent motor voter laws have undoubtedly con
tributed to much of that total, and that high registration is also, perhaps,
responsible for our declining voter turnout totals. For example, in the
1976 election year, 74.6 percent of the state’s eligible voters went to the
polls. Last November that had fallen to 70.6 per
cen t However, the number of Montanans
voting increased during those twenty
I
years by 77,886 or 23 percent
Interestingly, 93 percent of that
■ increase occurred in seven counties:
I Ravalli, Flathead, Gallatin, Lake,
JM Missoula, Lewis and Clark and
J V Yellowstone. All but one of those counJm ties is in western Montana, and that, in
^ turn, has affected political direction and
policy.

The Far Right
For these past two decades, we Montanans have been centrists. But
recendy we have a growing polarization on the far right From the
Christian Coalidon to the Militia of Montana, the state’s more conser
vative elements are increasing their political strength, which may also
account for the conservative trend among Montana voters.
At the polls, according to analysts, the far right votes on the basis of

their fears rather than on
the basis of their hopes. For
example, when asked about
the basis for their electoral
choices, a majority of
those on the far right indi
cate that they voted
"against the opposition.”
They
are
increasingly
impressed by negative campaign advertising.
The far right has been increasingly effective during the past
two cycles, electing candidates of their choice to the Montana
Legislature and providing considerable assistance to Republican candi
dates for both the U.S. Senate and House.
The changes in the composition of Montana, and events both large
and small, have reshaped our politics during the past two decades. Voter
alliances have shifted to the right, pure voter turnout numbers are shift
ing from eastern to western Montana, and preferences have moved
from both political parties to the more unaligned independents. Our
economy is less and less dependent on extractive industries, thus chang
ing our political responses to conservation efforts. Change? Yes, and
folks, we ain’t see nothing yet M
Former U S . Representative P at WHliams joined the U M faculty m
January 1997.

The eighth legislative assembly of the Montana Territory gathered in Virginia Qty, January 5 to February 13, 1874.
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C ampaign T rail
by Jack Mudd

final weeks, will crescendo into an electronic
din. T hirty seconds, however, is ample time for
t’s five a.m. and your day as a
the opposition to paint a false picture of you.
candidate has begun. You try
You’ll regularly be tempted to respond in kind.
to remember where you are.
Then you’re off to the next town—a twoW hat town? W hose house?
hour car trip. Your knowledge of distances is
Seconds later you recall that
now fine-tuned. As Montana’s beauty roars
you have to be at the plant gate inpast,
an hour
to
you phone
the office and get the evening
greet workers. You get dressed, sneak down schedule changes. There’s a chance for a tele
stairs, leave the thank-you note and you’re
vision interview if you can make it by five-thir
gone.
ty. No problem. You even make a few fund-rais
You shake hands with sleepy workers on
ing calls before pulling up at the studio door.
their way to the shift, then it’s off
to breakfast w ith supporters.
Introductions, a few gobbled bites
of restaurant food, a short talk,
then you’re out the door. The high
school government class starts at
nine.
This part is fun. You talk about
the office you seek, and the stu
dents ask good questions. You won
der how to keep them from becom
ing cynical. After the bell rings, you
make an hour of fund-raising calls.
You are excited because people are
beginning to pay attention to the
race, but you wish these could be
teal conversations about old times or issues. After greetings and mike checks, you go on
There is no time—you get to the point and ask the air and get a full two minutes and a cou
for contributions.
ple of good questions.
At the service club luncheon, you move
You’re almost on time for the fund-raising
through the room, shaking hands. After you reception at six. You’re always surprised to see
pick at lunch, it’s time for the Speech. You’ve how many people attend these events and help
delivered hundreds o f variations of the
finanrially-old friends, classmates, business
Speech, and you’re tired of it, but you have to acquaintances, people who want to be close to
let this crowd know who you are and what you the political process and people who want to
believe in. After questions, you follow the
help a candidate who shares their views. As
crowd out the door.
you move through the packed rooms, you
At the newspaper office, a reporter asks thank everyone and hope they understand
you about campaigning as a newcomer. By your gratitude. By the time you comment on
now. you understand how few people will pick the race and meet late arrivals, it’s past eightup and read tomorrow’s paper. Most voters get thirty. You’d like to stay, but you’ve got to leave
their political information from thirty-second so the staff can clean up.
television sound bites that, by the campaign’s
You spend the night with friends. They’ve

I

given you a house key, one o f several you own
that open homes across the state. You’re glad
this is a familiar place-not like the house in the
country last week where you had to be talked
in by car phone. After a fast-food stop-you’ve
spent a lot of time at drive-up windows lately—
you turn into the driveway at ten. Your friends
whisk off your luggage to their son’s room.
You’ve spent more time there recently than he
has.
At eleven you head to your room for the
final round of phone calls. First to the cam
paign office-routine calls that
later blossom into full-blown con
ference calls with the campaign
staff advising you on how to
respond to the opposition’s tactics.
The last call is to your spouse-a
dose of reality in an otherwise
strange world with its kaleido
scope of faces and places. You
wonder how a person could sur
vive this whirlwind without fami
ly support, the center that holds.
It’s after midnight You’re in
bed, looking over tommorrow’s
schedule. As the papers slide from
your hands, it hits you again.
You’ve met so many good people. Even when
they disagree with you, Montanans are a civil
bunch. But you’ve also seen that civility
attacked by carpet-bagging consultants who are
paid big money to w in -at any cost For them
“truth’’ is what you can get away with.
You will encounter the dark side of the
process soon enough, but tonight you feel
enveloped by the goodness of Montana. Trying
to build a future here for these people is what
drew you to the race and, just as sleep comes,
you’re more convinced than ever that it’s
worth the effort M
Former law school D ean Jack M uddtvas defeated by Conrad Burns in a 1994 bid for the U S .
Senate.
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T he G ood Life
How the Missoula Farmers' Market may reverse the decline of democracy.

by Dan Kemmis
...th e city comes into existence, originating in the bare needs of life, and amtmumg in existence
for the sake of a good life.
Aristotle, Politics

Hie Saturday Morning Fanners’ Market

y the time Abe and I get out of the house, onto our bikes, across the river
and down to the north end of Higgins Avenue, the bell has already rung
and the first exchanges of the Saturday morning Missoula Farmers’
Market have been completed. In fact, there are already a few people leav
ing the market as we walk our bikes across the last intersection, into the
plaza near the old Northern Pacific depot I’m always surprised and just a little
one would take such a flady commercial view of the market They’ve got their strawberries—the
first of the crop—and now they’re going home. Arriving after the bell rings, I know that I won’t
be getting any strawberries, and my flash of annoyance shifts briefly from the departing shop
pers to Abe, until I remind myself that a teenager can’t be expected to wake instantaneously after
a mere twelve hours’ sleep. As for the strawberry-grabbers, I have told myself often enough that
it takes all kinds to make a city, and I’m about to experience the city at its best, so let them take
their strawberries.
A week earlier, I had been asked to help the market celebrate its twentieth anniversary. It
had been a special event for me, not only because the Saturday morning market had become
such a pleasant staple of my summer routine, but because one of the founders who was to be
honored that morning had been a friend of mine since shortly after my arrival in Missoula, dur-

B
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Bag Ladles and B lue Jeans by Dorothy Thomas ’78, who
studied with former UM art Professor Walter Hook.

ing the market’s first summer. She had also been one of the first
people to urge me to run for mayor, years before I finally
decided to seek the office from which I now had a chance
to honor both the market and my old friend. Mavis
was to receive a plaque as one of the market’s
founders, but when I arrived at Circle Square
that Saturday morning, one of her friends drew me
aside, showed me the garland of home-grown flowers
she had prepared, and asked if I would crown Mavis after I presented
the plaque. I would, and I did, and all the early-birds laughed and
cheered as the market master rang the bell to begin the market’s twen
ty-first year.
Now, a week later, the festivities are behind us, but I catch a glimpse
of Mavis across the square and remind myself to watch for her as I make
my way through the crowd. After twenty years of maturing, the market
has become so popular and busy that you can never be sure you’ll actu
ally get to talk to someone you’ve spied at a distance. Knowing from
experience how chancy connections can be, Abe and I agree to ren
dezvous in half an hour beside the nineteenth century locomotive which
recalls the railroading history of this end of Missoula. Then I get in line
for the best coffee in town and Abe heads into the crowd in search of
cinnamon rolls. An old friend joins me in the line. His wife scolds him
for attending to coffee before cauliflower, but his attitude is much like
mine: the market is more than produce and commodity exchange. We’ll
visit while we wait in line for our coffee, then sit and listen to the live
brass quintet while we drink it, visit some more, and greet a few friends.

Then it will be time enough to start
wm buying vegetables.

Sellers Old and New
The sellers at our market are about evenly balanced between
Western Montana old-timers and Hmong immigrants who have been
our neighbors now since shortly after the market was launched. The
market experienced a crisis a few years ago when the Hmong began
arriving at the plaza long before the opening bell and claiming all the
prize spots. To some, they were simply being as aggressive as any new
culture might well be in carving out a foothold in a strange land, but
from the perspective of many of the old-time native sellers (who had no
intention of getting up that early on Saturday morning) they were being
altogether too aggressive. I remember Mavis and my former law partner,
Joan Jonkel, calling me as their representative on the City Council and
a tireless (if not tiresome) advocate of consensus decisions, to ask what
in the world they were supposed to do about this conundrum. Their
beloved market was in danger o f coming apart at the seams, and what
was worse for my two liberal friends was the fear that if it did, it would
be over an issue in which an eager observer could readily see or imag
ine racist overtones.
I had little advice to offer at the time, except to keep talking, and to
talk straight about everything, including the concern about racism and
about the market Guided far more by their own common sense and pas
sion than by my advice, Joan and Mavis and the Hmong leaders worked
out a space assignment policy which most of us never knew about

Frankel P rize H o no rs K emmis
On January 9, 1997, Dan Kemmis was the second University of community building— Community and the Politics of Place and The
Montana faculty member in three years to win a trip to the W hite
Qood C ity and the Qood Life: Renewing the Sense of Community.
House and national recognition for his outstanding contributions.
Mark Sherouse, executive director of the UM-based Montana
The director of UM’s Center for the Rocky Mountain West and for Committee for the Humanities, nominated Kemmis for the honor
mer Missoula mayor was one of five Americans who were awarded last June while he was still mayor. A frequent lecturer at UM dur
the Charles Frankel Prize in the Humanities from the National
ing his political career, Kemmis left City Hall in early September to
Endowment for the Humanities and President Bill Clinton. William lead the center, which studies the Rocky Mountain region. “Kemmis
Kittredge, acclaimed author and UM English professor, received the
has been a champion of the humanities and of the great bearing that
prize in 1994.
reflection on values, heritage, rea
The other four honorees
son and civility have upon our com
were public television journalist
munities and our lives,” Sherouse
Bill Moyers, Pulitzer Prize-win
said.
ning poet Rita Dove, Pulitzer
Kemmis said a lot of people
Prize-winning historian and
should be honored along with him.
commentator Doris Kearns
“Missoula makes me look good,” he
Goodwin
and
Trinity
said. “Missoula is such an intensely
University
Latino scholar
human community that anybody
Arturo Madrid.
who has spent time trying to
A nationally recognized
explain what Missoula is all about is
authority on the West’s special
going to come across as a humanist
challenges of growth and devel
I'm really sincere in saying this is
opment, Kemmis has written
President BUI Clinton and Dan Kemmis during the January 9 Frankel Prize
more about Missoula than it is
two books on citizenship and
award ceremony Hi Washington, D.C
about me.”
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except indirectly, as this morn
ing Abe would know where the
Mammyth Bakery cinnamon rolls
would be and I would know where
Neng Moua and his family would be
offering the most generous portion of the
season’s first green beans.
I would know, too, that at the end of the block-long
arcade, the brick-lined avenue which had once been Railroad Street, I
would find the booth of the region’s most prominent organic farmers,
Lifeline Produce. At the Lifeline booth, as at every other stop I make on
my tour under the rapidly warming July sun, I’m almost certain to find
my purchases mixed with talk as friends, acquaintances, or, in the case
of the mayor, utter strangers, inject conversation into the midst of the
broccoli, green beans and fresh-baked bread. During the course of the
market’s two hours, the conversations will run a gamut from Little
League to potholes to events in Eastern Europe, but what I have come
to be as attentive to are the unspoken conversations. As Steve weighs
my broccoli and Lucy counts out my change, the whole history of their
farm and of our friendship is part and parcel of what we exchange.
W hen I come across Mavis and she launches into one of her “I’ve got a
bone to pick with you, Daniel” speeches, all those years of her urging me
to run for mayor lie behind the fierce but friendly challenge in her eyes.
Moving through the market, back toward the spot where I’m to meet
Abe, I see in dozens of conversations around me an interweaving of
these life stories, and I find delight and security in realizing once again
that this fabric is Missoula, my home, my city.

Vegetables and Democracy
Just as I catch sight of Abe eating his cinnamon roll and balancing
mine on his knees where he sits next to the plaza’s ancient locomotive,
I am intercepted by another old friend, a retired university professor
whose fine-tuned insights I have treasured since I studied German with
her as a graduate student during my first years in Missoula. Smiling as
she approaches me, she sums up everything I have been thinking, as
with a sweep of her hand, taking in the market at large, she asks in her
soft German accent, “Isn’t this civilized?”
Finally, the sum of all the unspoken conversations from one end of
the market plaza to the other comes down to an acknowledgment that
this is pretty much what we all had in mind. The twenty-year tradition
of celebrating the coming to fruition of the valley’s gardens has finally
itself ripened into a second-order coming to fruition. Increasingly now
at Farmers’ Market, Missoulians celebrate the maturing of their own life
together. W hen Gertrud refers to the market as “civilized,” she uses a
term I have heard more than once in this setting. It is not a word that
comes easily or lightly. The tone with which it is spoken always seems
to recognize that this is a word hallowed by its application to places and
times of proven excellence. But in calling the market civilized, its cele
brants acknowledge that the good life is not just some abstraction mum
mified in history books or perhaps occurring half a world away, but that
it is richly if only roughly present here and now, in this plaza, on this
July morning.
I know that one of the reasons I enjoy the Farmers’ Market is
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because it represents for me the best of the city
in microcosm. If I can understand the market, I
will know more about my city. And if I can see what
G ertrud means when she calls the market civilized, I might
learn something about the city’s own capacity to sustain that word,
and thus to nurture both the good life and the healing of our political
culture.
W hy would anyone even imagine that something like the Farmers’
Market could play a role in mending a suffering democracy? Fixated as
we are on “important” state and national issues like term limits, cam
paign finance reform, crime, health care, or welfare reform, this sug-

If I can understand the market, I will know
more about my city.
gestion seems at first to be merely frivolous. But in fact, none of the
other paths to reform on which people expend so much energy will
reverse the decline of democracy, and none of the policies that we enact
to deal with pressing problems like poverty, racism, environmental dam
age, or drug and alcohol abuse will do any more than slow the worsen
ing of these evils until we begin to understand the political importance
of events like the Farmers’ M arket No amount of reforming institutions
which are widely and rightly perceived to be beyond human
scale will heal our political culture until we begin
to pay attention once again to democracy as
human enterprise. W ithout healing the
human base of politics, we will not restore
democracy itself. One thing
alone will give us the
capacity to heal our pol
itics and to confront
the problems and .
opportunities which
politics must address.
T hat one thing is a
deeply renewed human
experience of citizenship.
To redeem the democratic potential of citizenship, we need to take
an entirely fresh look at its essential features. One of those, surprising
ly, is citizenship’s intimate connection to the city, from which both its
name and its fundamental human significance derive. W hat makes a
city civilized is something that is also absolutely fundamental to citizen
ship: in both instances, the basic feature is the human elem ent In the
case of citizenship, this facet will make its claim most dearly if we allow
it to appear, not where we might expect to find it, in governmental insti
tutions, or in theories or documents, but in the most unassumingly
human settings. City markets, both in their evolution and in the way
people relate to them, might have something hopeful to tell us about the
human roots of democracy. M
E xcerpted from The Good G ty and the Good Life w ith the per'
mission of Houghton Mifflin Publishing Company.
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Country V et
C ity Vet
T O

by Marnie Prange
eterinarian Bob Brophy
arrives at work before
dawn to do surgery
before the rush of traffic
on Highway 93 inter
rupts the day. Not so long
Veterinary Clinic lay on the outskirts of
Hamilton across from his house. The livestock
market was nearby. Now the clinic sits in a sea
of pavement, surrounded by strip shopping
centers. The house is gone. And there is
nowhere to congregate. “The auction was the
social event of the week,” Brophy says. “W hen
we lost the market, the farmers and ranchers
didn’t have a place to visit anymore.”
Over the past twenty-five years, Brophy
has seen an agricultural economy based on
neighbor helping neighbor transformed into a
bedroom community where neighbors rarely
know each others’ names. Newcomers don’t
understand water rights, Brophy says. They
make up brands (an illegal activity), then
brand everything in their possession. They
run parallel fence lines along shared bound
aries, then hang the barbed wire with no tres
passing signs.
•As a veterinarian, Brophy’s vantage point is
unique. W hen he opened his practice in 1968,
his patients were 75 percent farm animals, 25
percent companion animals. Today, those numbers have reversed.
“Twenty-five years ago,” Brophy says, “if 1
was going out on a call, I would probably be
going to a small, grade B family dairy or a
diversified farm that had sugar beets, grain,
cattle and sheep. Today I’d be going to a strictly livestock ranch, or to see a horse, or to see
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a dairy cow that belongs to a factory—she’s one
of a hundred and everything is mechanized as
opposed to being one of twelve cows milked by
hand, each with a name.”
W hen Brophy visited a farm, he stayed for
breakfast He found jugs of cider, sacks of
apples, eggs and summer produce on the seat
of his truck. He was paid once a year, when the
ago, his Bitterroot
calves were sold. Carrying accounts was the
practice among friends.
T hat is what Brophy misses the most: “the
personal touch, the old friends who’ve quit the
business, or retired, or moved so they can
ranch a different way.”
Today, the large ranches have absentee
owners, and Brophy deals with ranch foremen
who come and go. Although he still gets calv
ing emergencies in the middle of the night,
wake-up calls have changed, too. Often the
caller is “somebody who’s had too much to
drink and wants to know how much it costs to
spay a dog or something,” Brophy says and
bursts into laughter.
His days are different—he’s spaying dogs
instead of treating dairy cows—but they aren’t
necessarily easier. “I work half days, like my

grandfather,” Brophy quips, “twelve hours out
of twenty-four.”
Many clients are “flashlight farmers.” In
the past, these were “fellows who worked in
the logging industry and had a little farm on
the side and came home and never saw the
farm in the daylight” Now they are school
teachers or business people, who enjoy the
farm they never see in the daylight
Dobermans and Rottweilers have replaced
ranch dogs. And the backyard horse has
replaced the working horse. “They used to joke
and laugh, ‘Starve the kids to buy the horse,’
but now they starve the horse, too,” Brophy
laments. “They don’t even provide drinking
water, thinking a horse can eat snow. We don’t
have a lot of snow here in the valley.” Even the
cowboys rem aining in the valley have
exchanged horses for four - wheelers , he adds.
Brophy’s three children used to go on farm
calls with him. “If you’d asked them, ‘W hat
does your daddy do?’ I’m sure they would have
said, ‘He works on cows,’” Brophy says. “Now
they’d say, H e works on dogs and cats.’” Or,
more likely, he works on increasing numbers of
fad animals or “Gucci” pets: pot-bellied pigs,
miniature horses and goats. He hasn’t seen a
hedgehog, but he knows it’s coming.
Although Brophy maintains a sense of
humor about what he has lost, he is reminded
of the enormous changes that have swept the
valley when, at the end of each day, he leaves
his office and traffic is so heavy he waits ten
minutes to make a left turn. “Twenty-five years
ago I never looked right or left,” he says. “I just
pulled onto the highway. Nobody was ever
coming.” M
M am ie Prange unites from the B itterroot
Valley.
W in te r 1997 MONTANAN
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One of a series of seven
fabric art pieces depict
ing abstract Montana
scenes by Vickie
Meguire of Great Falls.
The pieces hang in the
Gallagher Business
Building.

T he Economics
of C hange
Is Montana’s economy becoming a high-tech service economy, o r is it more o f the same?

by Kim Anderson

The Evolving Frontier

“We’re going through the normal economic evolution that the rest
he images are the stuff of political ads or night
mares: The family ranch being sold off to develop of the country has experienced,” says Thomas M. Rawer, chair of The
ers who will turn the rolling vista into a "planned University of Montana’s Department of Economics. “This is the last
community” of ranch houses on cul de sacs with frontier, but other sections of the country have gone through this evo
names like Meadowlark Way and Sweetgrass Lane. lution and continue to. New England, the Midwest, the Southeast-all
these
regions
out by being almost exdusively dependent on nat
Three generations of loggers reduced to waiting in line
at the
local started
job
service while the family gets by on food stamps. The once prosperous ural resources. As those economies matured, they moved into a manu
facturing stage and then into a service economy.”
mining town now left with deserted streets and empty storefronts.
“There’s not much doubt about it,” agrees UM economics Professor
The perception is that Montana’s economy is changing. According to
popular wisdom, Montana’s traditional industries—agriculture, wood Richard Barrett “In terms of what Montanans do, there’s a shift that
products, mining—are disappearing and with them, a way of life: the cer mirrors the economy nationwide away from manufacturing and heavy
tainty that if a man and woman were willing to pour their sweat into industry and toward a growth in services.”
But Paul E. Polzin, director of UM’s Bureau of Business and
the land, the land would take care of them. Some may welcome a new,
high-tech service economy, but others question how it will affect the tra Economic Research, does not see the changes in the state as more
unusual or more dramatic than at other times in the state’s history. “If
ditional image of Montanans as self-reliant, tough and independent
While these anxieties are based, in some part, on changes in you’re looking at how Montanans are employed, yes, most of us now
Montana’s industry and employment, the effects on income and lifestyle work in service industries and that trend will continue,” Polzin says.
“But the three big industries in Montana in 1929-agriculture, wood
are not so dear, economists say.

T
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products and mining—are the same top three industries today. We may
have added nonresidential travel, but essentially, the big picture has
remained the same. Service industries do not drive Montana’s economy,
and that will not change.”
Polzin is referring to the difference in employment figures for the
state and gross state product figures, which measure net production. In
1992, approximately 56.4 percent of Montanans were employed in per
sonal and business services, which made up 46.5 percent of the gross
state product But projections for 2010 indicate that only 60.4 percent
of Montanans will be employed in personal and business services, which
will make up 47.5 percent of the GSP.
The biggest changes in the state economy, Polzin points out, are not
shifts between industries but developments within industries.
“Mechanization and technology have been in a large way responsible for
the loss of jobs, not the fact that the particular industry has become less
prominent in the economy. T he information revolution has affected the
state’s economy because it’s changed how the major industries operate.”
While Power and others have said that extractive industries are
declining, Power doesn’t believe the region’s traditional industries are
collapsing. In his new book, L ost Landscapes and F ailed Economies
(see review, pg. 22), he questions whether an entire economy should rely
on a major industry and its exports. “It’s not that timber or mining is
in decline,” Bower says. “It’s that it’s not going anywhere.”
Rower also argues that the typical stereotype of the service-industry
job that involves flipping burgers is misleading because the category cov
ers a broad range of professions, including medical and personal ser
vices, retail and wholesale trade, government, finance, transportation,
communications and public utilities. “Most of the people you and I
know, middle-class people, are in the service industries and have been
for a long time—your kids’ teachers, the accountant next door, the new
bakery down the block. T hat shouldn’t be so frightening,” he says.

Perceptions vs. Reality
According to Power, the specter of Montanans losing high-paying
mining jobs to stand behind a counter and ask, “Do you want fries with
that?” is not a true image of how the economy is changing.
W hat Power refers to as “the sociology of knowledge” may play a
role here: despite economists’ cautious optimism about the state’s econ
omy, the public perception may be very different Polzin points out that
despite the ongoing outcry about the loss o f natural resource jobs in the
state, “in fact we’ve had stability since the early 1990s. The declines that
people voice concerns about are behind us.”
Why, then, is there still so much emotional debate about job loss in
these industries?
“The more I speak with different groups, the more impressed I am
with how little of what we consider ‘knowledge’ is factually, scientifically
based and how much is based simply on belief,” Power says. “All of the
new economic growth in this region has come from small business. But
they’re not organized. The old, traditional industries, on the other hand,
are very well organized. The mining and timber industries are highly
funded and highly organized, and very vested in getting their story o u t”
There is also the perception that certain areas of Montana are in
danger of Aspenization from a new breed of upper middle-class profes
sionals who are moving into the state with their Jeep Cherokees and cel

lular phones. They’re building huge, energy consuming homes, driving
up the cost of living, and sending a portion of their substantial dispos
able income to the Sierra Club, thereby killing off more timber and min
ing development
“Sure, it will happen,” says Polzin. “I’D let someone else decide
whether that’s a good or bad thing. But while the changes in areas like
Whitefish or Belgrade are certainly felt on a local level, it remains a very
small phenomenon.”
And while the signs of new money entering the state are hard to
miss in scenic magnets like Whitefish, Bigfork and Red Lodge, and in
urban centers like Missoula and Bozeman, Power cautions against
leaping to conclusions. “First of all, there is nothing on the scale of
Aspen or Jackson Hole in Montana,” he says. “The vast majority of new
growth that Montana has seen has nothing to do with one industry
development of that kind [recreation or tourism].
“The problem in those areas is the same as the problem in mining
towns or timber towns,” Power explains. “An Aspen or a Butte gets in
trouble because it becomes too specialized. Simply switching from
timber to tourism is not a recipe for success. W hat you want for eco
nomic health is to be a nothing town, a town that relies on a large vari
ety of large and small business.”

Environmental Economics
In his book, Power describes what he calls an environmental view of
the economy. People locate in certain sites because of the social and
environmental amenities. T he increase in population results in a lowercost supply of labor, which attracts business and investment, which in
turn raises the number of people the community can support The
resulting economy is more broad-based and healthier than one that
relies heavily on one industry or commodity.
“There are clearly places in the West that are developing in response
to environmental quality,” Barrett agrees. “I think it’s a way of develop
ing pockets in the Montana economy, and pockets are probably all one
can talk about in such a sparsely settled and developed landscape.
“But I’m also concerned about how well we can survive that kind of
development. Parts of Montana are attractive right now because they
are the ‘right package.’ But the usual prediction is that as more and more
people move in to take advantage of the package, the quality of the
package declines,” Barrett says. “Yes, Montana can enjoy some degree of
development based on environmental quality, but there is also danger
and disruption involved in that development”
Power doesn’t believe the environmental economy has to result in its
own version of the Rust Belt. Instead, he believes there is a middle
ground, where individuals opt for quality over quantity and thus con
sume fewer resources. In settings where the economic value of aesthet
ics is important, he encourages communities to strive for a mix of tra
ditional industry, small business and service jobs.
Polzin, whose bureau predicts steady but slow growth for the state
through 2010, takes comfort in the sameness of change. “Economists are
always saying the economy’s changing,” he says. “W hat doesn’t change
are the changes.” M
K im Anderson is a w riter in M issoula.
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H r i guiding F O R rrr

TrouT
by David Cates
love to row. Perhaps it’s genet
ic—when I was a boy, my dad
rowed while I sat in the back
of the wooden boat and
trolled for muskie. But what
ever little failures might be going on in my life,
whatever disappointments or anxieties I carry
on the drive from Missoula to Helena, and
then to White Sulphur Springs while the
clients make chit-chat about thousand dollar
My dad used to tell me stories about stickPishing rods and five-hundred dollar reels, last
ball on the streets of New York, about the
year’s trip to Argentina and next year’s to
Marine Corps, and about monsters that lived
Siberia, whatever I might be feeling at the
in the lake. I liked listening to him then, and I
Smith River put-in while we unload the trailer
like listening to the clients now-especially
full of gear and load the rafts, I’m instandy
after a couple of days when they relax and stop
comforted once I get the oars in my hands.
talking about gear and fishing and begin talk
I smell the river and watch its glide. I dip
ing about their lives.
the blades and listen to the oarlocks and feel
One of my favorites was a man who for
the resistance in my back and arms. The wind
twenty years worked on the floor of the New
touches my face and I breath new air-and I am
York Stock Exchange. I asked him what twen
not only a lucky man, but a happy one.
ty years of that kind of urgency does to a per
Which when trout fishing is not always the
son. He didn’t answer until the last day of trip.
best way to catch fish. Sometimes it’s better to
be a litde restless, a little unhappy. Sometimes I’d pulled the raft over to the bank and sat
it’s better to park the boat and get out with the waiting for him to come back from a short
client and wade to a spot that you suspect will hike. W hen he finally appeared, he looked at
deliver. And I do wade with the clients, some me and asked what I was thinking.
I said I’d been thinking about our poker
times.
game
the night before and how-given the
Which brings me to another bone-deep les
son from muskie fishing: I am hugely tolerant cards I’d been dealt—how I might have been
more ruthless.
of not catching fish.
W hat these two traits add up to in a guide,
I’m not sure and am afraid to
guess. But there’s
something else 1
learned trolling
for muskie, and t h a ^
that fishing is also about
who else is in the boat.
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He smiled, and then his face got serious. He
pointed his finger and said, “T h at’s what I
thought about every night for twenty years.”
Another favorite client was a woman from
Southern California who’d just turned forty.
For a present, her husband had given her these
five days alone on the Smith. She liked to catch
fish, and she did. But she was lonely, and she
missed her children and her husband, and
when it got cold and the wind blew, she won
dered aloud how she ever got here.
One afternoon I found her curled up on
the bank in the grass. Above her towered a
thousand-foot red cliff. She had her waders on,
her jacket was zipped to her neck, hood up
against the wind, and I said, “Are you all
right?”
“Yes,” she answered. “I’ll be ready in a
moment I’m having a really big feeling right
now.”
I walked back to the raft and I waited. Part
of a guide’s job, I thought: row the boat, keep
off the rocks, wait. W hich way today?
Downstream, perhaps. And don’t get in the
way of the really big feelings. M
W riter David Cates guides for Lewis and
Clark Expeditions.
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From the P lant to the
P harmacy Shelf
by Marga Lincoln
early a quarter of all
common medicines—
including
quinine,
ipecac and m orphineare
derived
from
plants. The most famous of these folk reme
dies is digitalis, which has been prescribed for
heart ailments since a doctor in 1785 found a
woman in Shropshire, England, who success
fully used foxglove to treat patients with drop
sy. More recendy, a medicine made from birch
bark is being used to treat melanoma, and the
yew tree’s taxol combats ovarian and breast
cancer.
But discovering new medicines is as not
easy as copying a native healer. Plants that are
effective medicines do not necessarily become
marketable drugs. It can take years and mil
lions of dollars to take a chemical from the
plant to the pharmacy shelf. Just ask Ethan
Russo and Rustem Medora, two members of
The University of M ontana School of
Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences who
work with medicinal plants.

N

A Cure for Migraines?
A Missoula neurologist and UM adjunct
pharmacy professor, Russo has been on a life
long search for an effective cure for migraines,
the excruciating headaches accompanied by
nausea that he and nearly 30 percent of the
world’s population suffer from.
In 1995, his interest took him from his
mauve-carpeted office to the steaming
Amazon jungles of Peru. Surrounded by trop
ical flowers and macaws, Russo stood kneedeep in swamps searching for medicinal herbs.
With the help of Machiguengan herbalists, he
collected 400 plants, ninety of which are used
fcy the tribe for their psychoactive properties,
such as alleviating headaches.
Russo tried several of the tribe’s migraine
treatments. The most effective was a plant
known as sampakatishi, which an assistant,

Ethan Russo and Rustem Medora

Mateo, administered to his wife for her
migraine. Russo watched Mateo crush the
plant’s leaves and drip the juice into her eyes.
Within a short time, her headache was gone.
Russo had a similar experience. “It was amaz
ing,” he said. “It was quick and reliable, and
didn’t have any bad side effects.”
Russo’s research has moved to the crowded
lab of Associate Professor Keith Parker and
Medora. Parker tests extracts from Amazonian
plants to see how well they bond to serotonin
receptors, nerve sites in the brain that are
active during migraines. O f the fifteen plant
extracts tested, three have been good fits or
“hits.” Associate Professor Charles Thompson
then isolates the active chemical compounds in
these three extracts and retests their reaction
to the serotonin receptors. If the chemicals are
still successful “hits,” the research will be
turned over to a pharmaceutical company for
further refinement and testing.
As research inches forward, however,
relendess deforestation of the world’s tropical
rainforests is destroying potential plant knowl
edge. Only one percent of tropical plants have
been examined for their medicinal potential,
but ethnobotanists estimate that the rain
forests contain more than 375 potential new
drugs.

Medicinal Plants at UM
The study of medicinal plants at UM goes

back to the turn of the century, when a medi
cinal garden grew where Aber Hall now
stands. W hen Medora arrived at UM in 1967,
the garden was just a memory, but he has done
much to renew interest in medicinal plants. A
native of India whose mother taught him the
healing properties of her garden flowers,
Medora was trained in pharmacognosy, the
study of the medicinal uses of plants, animals
and microbes. This background is reflected in
his course, Pharmacy 324, an ethnopharmacological examination of medicinal plants and
other natural substances that nourish, heal,
injure or alter the conscious mind. Few phar
macy schools provide such training.
Medora is also producing the radio show
“The Plant Detective: A Phytomedicinal
W hodunit” on M ontana Public Radio
KUFM/KGPR. Each show introduces the
reader to a new plant In January, for example,
listeners met the coneflower, a native plant
that once graced UM’s medicinal garden.
Widely used by American Indians and pio
neers, it is sold in health-food stores as echi
nacea. It recharges the immune system, helping
to fight off colds, Medora says.
American Indians have used coneflower,
arnica and bitterroot for centuries. Medora
and others hope to keep this knowledge alive
by recruiting young Indian students for the
pharmacy school. Their work is paying off. For
the first time in the school’s history, seven stu
dents in the entering class are American
Indians.
Medora is encouraged that herbal remedies
are popular again after slipping into disfavor in
the 1980s, with pharmaceutical companies, in
particular. Recently, however, these companies
have returned to studying natural products.
“They go back to nature to find substances
that boggle the imagination,” says Medora.
“Nature’s chemistry is much more elaborate
and intricate than anything the human mind
invents.” M
Marga Lincoln is a freelance writer in Missoula,
W in te r 1997 M ONTANAN
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by Susanna Sonnenberg

Into the Great Wide Open
by Kevin Canty: Canty is a new creative w riting professor a t U M .
New York: Doubleday, 1996. 2 4 4 p p. $21.95 hardcover.

s Kevin Canty shapes a world for
Kenny Kolodny, the teenaged protag
onist of his first novel, the writer
plunges himself into the inflated melodrama
of adolescence. This is a dark tale of lan
guishing hopes, and Canty deftly creates a
fully realized universe.
The writer captures the isolation of adoles
cence in its self-defined darkness. “Work is stu
pid,” says Kenny. “Getting along with your par
ents is stupid, not getting along with your par
ents is stupid. You go out with somebody, most
of the time that’s stupid, and then you break
up with them and everything’s stupid for a
while. Either they dropped you, so you wander
around with your stupid feelings hanging out
all over the place, or you dropped them, so you
feel superior, which is really stupid.”
Kenny, who at times seems to be the only
character in this novel, is prone to such hope

A
The writer captures the
isolation of adolescence
in its self-defined
darkness.

less absolutes, and his words perpetually evoke
the world and time of being under twenty. He
doesn’t have much going for him. His mother
is institutionalized somewhere, and his drunk
en father should be. His communication is
measured in bursts of smart and angry wise
cracks with his best friend and then becomes
more limited once his barely sentient father
has a stroke.
In an attempt to connect, Kenny starts up
a tentative affair with Junie, and together they
exhibit the nihilism and inarticulateness of seventeen-year-olds. They play out sex scenesnever sexy—that bear the battle scars of early
trauma. The ache and confusion of getting
involved as teenagers comes through with
painful clarity.
The novel wisely does not strive for reso
lution. Instead, Canty takes aim at a suspend
ed time of life and, with precision, fires.

Lost Landscapes and Failed Economies: T he Search for a Value of Place
by Thom as M ichael Power. Power chairs UM*s economics department.
Washington, D .C .: Island Press, 1 9 9 6 ,3 0 4 pp. $ 2 9 .9 5 hardcover.

Here is a consideration
of the many elements at
work in nonmetropolitan
environments....
22
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W ^ ^ P h i s book seeks to persuade readers
I that there is something counter■ productive and even dangerous
about the way we usually think and talk
about our local economies,” starts Thomas
Michael Power in his provocative preface to
Lost Landscapes and Failed Economies. The
author seems to thrive on conflict, recogniz
ing that debate and discussion are the foun
dations on which theory is built, and, in turn,
its useful product.
In his level-headed book, Power explores
many different economic models, especially
Montana’s, where the economy rises and falls
with timber, mining and tourism. While Power
suggests that neither environmentalists nor
corporate raiders hold the solutions for a
viable working environment (which must be
habitable to be valuable), he also recognizes
that the desired fragile balance between the

two is not so easy to achieve
In his instructive use of mining as a model,
Power points out that the promise of jobs does
not, in fact, equal the supply of jobs. And, if
those jobs materialize, Powers suggests that a
significant portion may go to outsiders. In
short, nothing is simple.
Lost Landscapes and Failed Economies pro
vides the reader with a well-defined argument
against folk economics. Here is a consideration
of the many elements at work in nonmetro
politan environments, the effects of extractive
industries (eg. timber) and the role of com
munity in the economy. The book is especially
illuminating for readers dulled by hollow polit
ical rhetoric on the local issues of a struggling
economy. By convincing us to rethink our
understanding of economic issues. Power suc
ceeds in the mission stated in his preface.

Invisible Horses
by Patricia Qoedicke. Qoedicke is a professor o f creative uniting a t U M .
M inneapolis: M ilkw eed E ditions, 1996. 163 pp. $ 1 2 .9 5 paper.

n h er eleventh collection of poetry,
Patricia Goedicke gathers up such a dense
and intricate book that In visible H orses
seems to be a poetic novel of the brain, if the
brain had a narrative, a center and a hero.
T he book, divided into three sections, is an
evolution of sorts, moving from thought to
body to music, the imagery growing increas
ingly more sophisticated.
Goedicke mines drama here, narrating a
thrilling story, a rousing cry. She examines the
elusive nature of being alive, how glorious and
melancholy it is at the same time, happening
and passing at once “like mayflies swarming”
or “the deep cherrywood so u n d /o f the piano
you heard last night”
“It is like being a thought,” reads a startling
and simple sentence in the opening poem,
“Recipe,” which tries to define being alive.
The next poem, “Uncharted,” continues on
the tw in themes of life and communication:

I

Goedicke mines drama
here, narrating a thrilling
story, a rousing cry.

hanging against the flow like a trout
or a chandelier, with diamond gills trembling,
inside you there’s a whole city,
crowds breathing in your throat™
In “W hirling Dervishes I” she takes on the
intricate mysteries of the brain, pondering the
recurring questions of the book: “How do we

think?” and “W hy do we think?” Obsessed by
thought’s dual nature of control and chaos,
Goedicke delights in the idea that even at our
highest level of productive thought, things hap
pen in spite of us: music happens in the vibra
tions around us, which we can’t control; in
“the reedy click/and wheedle of smaller
birds.” Even her writing conveys this dualism,
as Goedicke pushes against her writer’s control
with her own resdessness, piling contrary
images upon each other, like the trout and the
chandelier, to describe a single thing.
She nods to Coleridge, Wallace Stevens and
Elizabeth Bishop, almost inhabited by visions
in her ecstatic, yet controlled, frenzy of words.
She quotes Nietzsche in the epigraph to Part II:
“You say T and you are proud of this word.
But greater than this —although you will not
believe in it —is your body and its great intel
ligence, which does not say T but performs ‘I.’”
For Goedicke, this placement of bodies and
minds in the jumbled universe is riveting.
“W hat lonely sounds/the mind makes, col
lecting itself,” Goedicke writes, but this book
belies her sentim ent She bounds through the
world of language, appropriating not just what
she needs but everything she needs. Invisible
H orses leaves the fortunate reader feeling deli
ciously, sensuously satiated.

The following recipe is excerpted from Famous F riends o f th e W olf Cookbook, compiled by Nancy
Reid and Sheila Herman ’80, with color photographs by Jim Dutcher and Jim Brandenburg.
Holbrook, Mass.: Adams Media Corporation, 1996.160pp. $30.00 hardcover.

Tom Brokaw’s Montana Granola
1-2 cups pitted dates, prunes,
raisins or other fruit
4 cups old-fashioned oats
1 cup shredded coconut
1 cup wheat germ

Vi cup sesame seeds
Vi cup honey
Vi cup oil (Canola or any veg
etable oil)

Originally from South Dakota, Tom Brokaw is an anchor for NBC
News. His favorite place on the globe is the dirt road in sight of the
Beartooth Mountains near his Montana home.

Preheat oven to 325 degrees.
Snip dried fruit into small pieces and set aside. In a large bowl, combine oats,
coconut, nuts, wheat germ and sesame seeds. Set aside. Combine honey and oil
in a medium saucepan. Bring mixture to a boil while stirring over medium heat
Pour the honey/oil combination into the oatmeal mixture and blend welL Divide
new mixture between two 9x13-inch baking pans. Bake for 25 minutes, stirring
every 5-10 minutes to avoid burning. Toss in fruit when cooL Store in an airtight
container for best results.
Makes approximately 1V$ pounds granola.
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Being T here First
by Bill Vaughn

legacy a thief who built a minor fortune steal
ing cattle from his employers, and who lost it
ecause I was raised because he couldn’t stop getting married.
in a building that
My other anxiety was more vexing. The
previously sheltered
keynote speaker would be Stephen E.
turkeys, the news that 1 Ambrose, bestselling author of U ndaunted
was a blueblood came Courage, a history of the Lewis and Clark
as quite a shock. No, I can’t
trace my Ipeople
Expedition.
had just published an article in
to the Bourbons, the House of Tudor, the O utside magazine about a long journey of my
Kennedys or even the Osmonds. But it own, playing golf and drinking vodka along the
is a fact that in 1866 my great-grandfather, great explorers’ trail. To say my account was
trembling with greed, joined a rush of equal not an academic treatment would be kind. In
ly foul-smelling louts who galloped off in the it, for example, I had deduced that Meriwether
dead of winter from Last Chance Gulch to
Lewis was a homosexual. And, in monkeying
the Sun River country after a frontier wit with my transcendental prose, the editors had
spread bogus rumors of gold. The date of the made several painful errors in fact. In their
Sun River Stampede is im portant because it Newspeak version of my work the expedition
establishes that old Thomas Moran had set was gone for four years (rather than two);
up housekeeping before 1868 in what would Lewis owned York, the slave, and Clark owned
become the Treasure State. And that acci Seaman, the dog (rather than vice versa).
dent of history qualified me to join our pre
Still I couldn’t be certain that Ambrose had
mier organization of old names—the Sons and
read this harebrained literature. But when we
Daughters of Montana Pioneers.
got to the dinner and saw the distinguished
As the date of my induction in Helena historian in bifocals and an angry red tie, por
approached, I got a little bit jumpy. First, would ing over his notes at the head table, my stom
the other Sons and Daughters be snooty? ach sank. I began to imagine the vocabulary
After all, Old Tom was not exactly a fine gen- with which he would roast my shabby scholar
deman. Before he made his way to Montana, ship, and how the Pioneers would rise, fingers
he had fled Ireland, was rejected for service in pointing me to the door, eyes burning like
the Civil War, and sailed off in a snit to San those of Red Sox fans the night Bill Buckner
Francisco, where he milked cows for a living.
let that grounder hop between his legs. Kitty
I mean, what sort of man can’t get a job as patted my hand and ordered a beer.
cannon fodder?
Two hours later, long after the dessert
But Kitty, my wife, reminded me that most plates were cleared, the officers of the Pioneers
of the citizens who founded this high, wide were still giving each other awards and eulo
and handsome place were also scum. In fact, gizing dead comrades. Ambrose looked like
she and her four sisters, who had likewise been he’d been trapped in night co u rt Then the
accepted into the Pioneers, claimed as their speaker began announcing the organization’s
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'Seventy new members. Ambrose appeared not
to hear my name.
W hen he was finally introduced, he stared
right at me and launched into a story in a
gruff, overused voice about how a
twenty-something T-shirt clerk in the mall
where he had signed copies of his book that
day asked him who Lewis and Clark were,
exacdy. “‘You graduated from high school in
Montana and you don’t know Lewis and
Clark?’” Ambrose had asked her, horrified.
“‘Well, I’ve heard the names,” the clerk
answered. “But, like, w hen were they?’”
I pushed myself lower in my chair. At the
next table one of the senior Pioneers, head
down, hands on his big American belly, was
already nodding off. He dropped into a deep
coma when Ambrose began describing two
chapters of the book that his publisher had
axed. They dealt with the tribes who helped
the expedition through its first winter and
over the Rockies. “Without the Mandans and
the Nez Perce the Corps of Discovery might
never have seen the Pacific,” he said, looking
out at us. There was not one Indian face in the
room to look back. “A nd you’d all be
Canadians.”
It was a terrific speech. But I wasn’t about
to give him another chance to nail me. When
the applause died and a blonde got up to sing
“God Bless America,” accompanied by a boom
box instrumental in what sounded like a
whole other key, I took Kitty by the arm.
Clutching our little blue Montana Pioneer rib
bons, we slipped out into the night M
B ill Vaughn *72 is a magazine w riter who
lives in M issoula.
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Class notes are compiled and edited by Paddy
O ’C on n ell M acD onald, M A ’81. If you would like
to submit information, please w rite to h er c / o Alumni
Association, Brandy Hall, T h e University o f M ontana,
Missoula, M T 59812-1313. O r e-mail your news to:
a lum n o te@ selw ay .u m t.ed u
Send us your e-mail address if you’d like it listed
in our next directory.

^

’20s

o f D ixon writes: “In the
last M o n ta n a n , there were n o Class N otes from the
’20s, so here’s mine. I graduated in 7 9 , and for th e last
30 years my husband, H a r v e y B a t y ’31, and I have
divided our tim e betw een projects in Mexico and
Montana. We have a house in Mexico until th e year
2000, so get in touch w ith us if you w ant to visit
Mexico. O u r M ontana address is: Box 26, Dixon, M T
59831."
E m m a lo u N e f f n e r B a t y ’2 9

# ’30s
H a n k J a c k s o n x’38, o f M arina Del Ray, Calif., sub
mitted the following limerick:

A fidl-grow nQ rizdy is a n awesome sight
T hey fear absolutely nothing day or night
T hey live on n uts and berries and apples and cherries
A n a n occasional Bobcat for a bite.
Thanks for sharing, Hank!
R a u l L o w n e y ’39, w ho ru n s a n advertising agency
in Seattle, recently published a new book, T h e B e st in
O ffb ea t H u m o r II.

0*

T h an k you very much.”
R u t h M c K e e O l s o n ’40 o f Scottsdale, Ariz., and
tw o o ther women flew a C essna 1 8 2 7,000 miles from
Phoenix to the MacKenzie River Delta in C anada’s
N orthw est Territory. She writes: “This adventure
tends to prove th a t if one has the desire and qualifica
tions, neither age nor gender should deter them from
their goals. Many people were amazed to see us flying
o u r airplane in the A rctic It was wonderful. You can
d o anything you really w ant to do.” R uth is a member
o f the Phoenix chapter o f the 99s, a women’s pilot
organization founded by Amelia E arh art
D o r o t h y R i n d ’4 0 o f Torrance, Calif., received a
com m unity service award during a scholarship fund
raising luncheon o f th e South Bay Panhellenic organi
zation in Palos Verdes.

’42, J.D. ’48, o f Billings
received high honors from both the M ontana State
Bar Association and the U M law schooL T h e State Bar
awarded him th e William J. Jameson Award for “dis
tinguished legal service which exemplifies the essence
o f professionalism.” U M ’s School o f Law honored Bill
w ith its Distinguished Alumnus Award, which is pre
sented to alumni w ho have distinguished themselves
in the field o f law. T hough he is retired. Bill maintains
an office and serves the state bar and the M ontana
Suprem e C o u rt as c h airm an o f th e Advisory
Commission o f th e Rules o f Civil Procedure and
Appellate Procedure.
W i l l ia m H . B e l u n g h a m

D a w s o n N . O p p e n h e im e r ’48 o f Jacksonville, Fla.,
writes: “A fter serving three years in the Army A ir
C orps during W W II, I worked for the old United
Press Association (prior to its becoming UPI). A brief
tenure in the insurance business taught me that I was
more suited to a typew riter than to a rate book and so
I moved from Florida, where I had been U P m anager

in Jacksonville, to the W est C oast, w here I was a
reporter and part-time city editor for the Los Angeles
H erald-E xam iner. I w ent from there to the C ity News
Service until 1983, w hen I became press deputy for a
Los Angeles C ounty supervisor and form er chairm an
o f the California Republican Party. Eleven years later,
in 1 9 9 4 ,1 finally retired and we returned to our old
friends, neighbors and relatives in Jacksonville.
“O n the more personal side, I m arried Audrey
M urial Pressman in 1955. We have tw o daughters and
a son, all m arried, and four grandchildren.
“My sister, J e a n n e t t e O p p e n h e i m e r T a b a k ’41, and
her husband also live in Jacksonville They have two
daughters, a son, and three grandsons.”
W illia m

C

S p a te r

’48 is retired and lives in Santa

Rosa, Calif.
K e i t h C r a n d e l l ’49 writes: “Two generations o f
U M alumni m et in a remote m ountain village in
N orthern Spain in July. Following a route traveled by
millions o f pilgrims over more than a thousand years,
S a r a h H o b a r t ’94 o f Soldotna, Alaska, was hiking
tow ard the ancient Catholic shrine in Santiago de
Compostela. In the tiny village o f Rabanal del Cam ino
(population 30), Sarah and her sister, Joy, entered the
Refugio Guacelmo, a hostel for pilgrims. T h ere she
encountered K e i t h C r a n d e l l ’49, a volunteer m anager
o f the hostel, and his wife, A nnie Shaver CrandelL For
each o f the last tw o summers, Keith and A nnie have
worked a m onth at the hosteL In July, they provided
free beds and breakfasts for more than 1200 walkers
and bicyclists, some o f whom began their pilgrimages
from as far away as Paris. Sarah and Joy began their
walk in Leon, Spain, about 175 miles from Santiago.
Keith and his wife live in New York City; she is an a rt
historian w ho co-wrote A Pilgrim ’s Q uide to Santiago
de C om postela, a scholarly work on the pilgrimage
route. Keith is a free-lance writer.”

MISSOULA'S NEW

’40s

E l i s a b e t h L a p e y r e , an associate professor o f French
at the University o f Idaho, wrote us th e following note:

“In 1943, the U.S. Army sent qualified soldiers to
the University o f Idaho to study French under the
Army Specialized Training Program. O ne o f th e teach
ers in that program passed away last fall and h er son,
CoL John Miller, donated to th e d epartm ent o f Foreign
Languages and Literatures many docum ents p ertain 
ing to that period. As a m ember o f today’s French fac
ulty at the University o f Idaho, I became very inter
ested in that program and moved by the experiences
and the lives that these papers evoke so vividly. In
°tder to communicate this special involvement o f our
departm ent w ith A STP U nit 3926,1 would like to get
in touch w ith as many o f th e participants as possible.
Since 1 also know th at some o f them returned to their
abna m aters after the w ar to resume th eir studies, 1 am
hoping that they might read this message and be will
ing to respond to m e Elisabeth Lapeyre, D epartm ent
of Foreign Languages and Literatures, University o f
Idaho, Moscow, Idaho 83844-3174.

EX PR ESS*

Welcomes Alumni & Sports Fans!
Within walking distance of UM • Free breakfast bar • Fitness Center
Non smoking and handicap rooms • Meeting room • Free local calls
Riverview from every room • Easy access to and from 1-90

Mention this ad to receive our special University rate!*
*Based on avaiabtty

FOR RESERVATIONS PHONE: 406 549-7600
1021 Hast Broadway • Missoula, MT 59802
W in te r 1997 M ONTANAN
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A. James MacKenzie ’69

’60s
R ic h a r d L e v e n g o o d

’60, M A ’64, is coun

ty adm inistrator for Klickitat C ounty in
“Keith Crandell ’49
Goldendale, Wash.
and Sarah Hobart ’96 at
A l l a n W o o d r o w ’60, a professor of travel
Refugio Guacelmo, a hos ^ B
^B
industry m anagem ent at Hawaii Pacific
tel in Northern Spain.
^B
University and director o f conventions for the
The scallop shell
^B
Sheraton Waikiki Hotel, was recently inducted
between them is the
^B
into the Convention Liason Council’s Hall of
symbol of pilgrims en
■
Leaders.
route to the shrine at
R o b e r t S w a n s o n ’61 and his wife, E d r i e P a r k e r
Santiago de
W
S w a n s o n x’61, live in Baldwin City, Kansas, where
Compostela.
■
Edrie is administrative assistant to the president of
4

■
I

Baker University and Robert remodels and sells
Victorian houses. They have four grown children.
W i l l ia m D . C a in ’62 manages corporate communi
ty relations for the M ontana Power Co. in Butte.

’50s
M e l H e a t h ’51 and his wife, Margaret, celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary this summer in
Kennewick, Wash.
H e n r y P r a t t ’52 retired from the National Park
Service after 31 years. He has been working as a free
lance w riter and has published over 800 articles. Henry
lives in Lakewood, Colo.
W i l l ia m J a m e s S p e a r e , J.D. ’52, form er District
Judge 13th Judicial District in Billings, retired in
January 1995.
D ic k

’54 and

Ja n e S e e le y S o lb e r g

72. M A 74.

sp en t six weeks in
England and Scotland this spring, includ
ing a two-week tour o f English canals on their private
43’x7’ b o a t They traveled 110 miles, and “Jane had
130 locks to open and close, while Dick acted as cap
tain.” T h e Solbergs live in W hitefish.
M a r g e r y C r o c k e t t T e d e ’54, o f San Francisco, co
edited a book, E verbest E ver: Virgil Thom pson’s
Correspondence w ith B ay A rea F riends.
D o n a l d M a c P h e r s o n , J.D. ’58, a semi-retired attor
ney in Anacortes, Wash., writes: “For the last 45 years
I’ve been very active in the University of W ashington
and its alumni group in the Seattle/Bellingham area.
This past year the M ontana Grizzlies sure got my atten
tio n -m u ch m ore so than my sick dogs o f the
University o f Washington.”

♦

W

♦

A

♦
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♦
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♦
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Each year at Homecoming, The University of
Montana Alumni Association honors
outstanding alumni. Recipients of the
Distinguished Alumni Awards are individualswho have distinguished themselves in a
particular field and have brought honor to the
University, the state or the nation. The focus of
this award is career achievement and/or f
service to The university of Montana. Up to six
awards can be given annually.
All University alumni and friends are invited to
nominate a graduate or former student for this
award. Please call the Alumni Office at
The University of
( 4 0 6 ) 2 4 3 - 5 2 1 1 OT 1 - 8 0 0 - 8 6 2 - 5 8 6 2 to
request a nomination form. Nominations
must be submined by April 1 1 , 1997.

Montana
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G A R Y G a l l a h e r ’63 o f O rinda, Calif., retired from
Pacific Bell after 30 years o f service.
L o r n a M i k e l s o n N e l s o n ‘63 o f Bozeman was the
featured guest artist w hen the Bozeman Symphony
played Strauss's C oncerto fo r O boe in its September
concert. She is also a m em ber o f th e Gallatin
W oodwind Q uintet, which toured Japan in 1995.
K i t t y G l e a s o n N o e l ’63, M.Ed. ’83, teaches music in
the elementary and middle schools in S t Ignatius.
M a r y E l l e n C a w l e y T u r m e l l ’64 o f Rolling Hills
Estates, Calif., was given a community achievement
award during a scholarship fund-raising luncheon of
the South Bay Panhellenic in Palos Verdes.
S t a n P e r k i n s ’65, M A . 7 4 , is superintent of
schools in Fort Benton. H e and his wife, Gloria, have
tw o grow n sons.

Distinguished Alumni
A

J o h n EARHART ’62 retired from teaching in June and
lives in Spokane, Wash.

B o h A . D i c k e y ’66 is president and chief operating
officer o f the Seattle-based Safeco Corp.
D o n M o l l o y ’68, J.D. 7 6 , was confirm ed by the
U.S. Senate as a U.S. district judge and works out of
Missoula.
A . J a m e s M a c k e n z i e ’69 is rector o f the Church of
the Redeemer in Pendleton, Ore. Recently, he was nom
inated to be the next Episcopal bishop of the diocese of
Hawaii

’70s
J o h n W . M a r k l e 7 0 , R i c h a r d M a r k l e 7 1 , and
Richard’s wife, J a n e t P e r k i n s M a r k l e 7 3 , all live in
Glasgow. T heir family-owned business, Markle's Inc,
recendy won the National Family Business o f the Year
Award from MassMutual-The Blue Chip Co. during
Family Business Day at M ontana State University in
Bozeman.
L a r r y A . V a n d e r u n d e n 7 1 is the regional fire man
agement coordinator for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service in Anchorage, Alaska. H e and his wife, Sherry,
have a daughter, April. Larry w rites “I love Alaska and

Lori Morin 76, M B A ’81

Eric Madsen 79

have lived up here in Fairbanks, Kodiak, Tok and
Anchorage since the late 1970s, but my h eart is still in
Montana.”
S t e p h e n P a l m b u s h 7 2 lives in Chelan, Wash., and
owns Edward Jones Investment Office.
J .F . “J o e ” P u r c e l l 7 2 lives in New York C ity and
is senior account m anager o f the Trade Publication
Division of Fox Associates In c
B o b S a v a g e 7 2 , J.D. 7 9 , an attorney in Sidney, was
elected in O ctober to th e 12-member National
Conference of State Housing Boards at its national
convention in Boston.

7 3 relocated from Missoula to
Grangeville, Idaho. She recendy m arried Dennis J.
Sullivan, and they ow n Sullivan Folk A rt, a chainsaw
carving business th at specializes in carving folk art
dogs. They were selected as Idaho’s “Best o f Show” in
1995 by Q V C, th e Home Shopping Television
Network.
F ra n c e s C o n k lin

S t e v e n R . J a c k s o n 7 3 is assistant professor of
accounting at the University of Southern Maine in
Portland.
C r i s t i a n E . A n d e r s o n 7 4 and his wife, Kim, are the
officers o f two Missoula businesses, A nderson Closing
and Exchange and Treasure State Exchange They
have a daughter, Shayne Nicole, and are expecting
another chikL Cris and Kim live in Arlee.
D o n n a K . D a v is 7 4 , J.D. 7 8 , o f Billings was recent
ly awarded a M ontana A rts Council Fellowship in lit
erature. H er poetry is included in the 1997 M o n ta n a
W riters D aybook and the 1997 R o cky M o u n ta in
W riters D aybook. D onna is th e current humanities
scholar in residence for th e MindBodySpirit program,
sponsored by the National W riters Voice Project and
funded by the N ational Endow m ent for the
Humanities. She also teaches philosophy part-time at
MSU-Billings.

7 5 and his wife, C a r o l y n
7 7 , live in N orth Bend, Ore.,
with their three children, Jeff, Kim and S cott
Tom

R a tte r m a n

T e r w o lb e c k R a tte r m a n

and Associates and lives in Mesa.

children, Jessica and Benjamin.

7 9 is administrative officer o f the
C enter for International Health at George Washington
University in Washington, D.C. Recently, he was elect
ed president o f Friends o f Guatemala and chair o f the
Latin A m erica workgroup o f the Society for
International Developm ent Eric was m arried in 1995
at his parents’ home in Seeley Lake; he and his wife,
Caren, are expecting their first child in May.

From the “w hat some alumni won’t do to attend
Homecoming” departm ent: C a r r i e W y l d e r M a t s k o
’80, her husband, M a r k M a t s k o ’80, and their three
daughters were on their way to Missoula from Boise,
Idaho, w hen the transmission on their mini-van mal
functioned. There was no car rental facility in McCall,
the tiny Idaho tow n where they were stranded, so the
Matskos chartered a six-passenger plane, and landed
in Missoula an hour later, just in tim e for a weekend
of reunions, football, parties and a parade!

E r ic M a d se n

C a r o l A n n R u s s e l l , M .F A 7 9 , is a professor of
English at Bemidji State University in Bemidji, Minn.
She published a book o f poetry, S ilv e r D ollar, which
was nom inated for the 1995 M innesota Book Award
in Poetry. In 1996, she was awarded a 1996-97 Jerome
Foundation Travel and Study Fellowship to Australia
and New Mexico, and a M innesota State A rts Board
C areer G ra n t

’80s
M.A. ’80, is associate dean of
the Graduate College at Southwest Missouri State
University in Springfield.
C h a r le n e B e r q u is t,

S h e r y l B o l l i n g e r ’80 is general counsel at Asset
Management G roup in Engelwood, Colo. She has two

R i c h K i r k '81 and L o u A n n S t u f f K i r k ’81 live in
Everett, Wash. Rich, still working for Fred Meyer,
“jum ped off the management treadmill to become a
staff pharmacist at a store in M onroe LouA nn is a
stay-at-home mom and continues to work in the hema
tology departm ent at Providence Medical C enter in
Seatde on an on-call basis. We both recendy celebrated
15 years with our respective employers. We have two
terrific children and a loveable m u tt”
R a n d y M i l l e r ’81, M P A ’84, is development man
ager w ith the city o f Portland, O r e He has tw o sons.
M a r l a S t . C l a i r S h o e m a k e r ’81 and her husband,
Scott, live in M anhattan, Kansas. They have four chil
dren: Zachary, Autumn, H anna and Nathan.
L a u r i K a lb fle is c h T o k e r u d

’81 teaches science at

Where Wall Street
Meets The
Rockies

B i l l V o l b e r s 7 5 is president o f Keystone
Rehabilitation Services, a medical and vocational m an
agement company located in Pittsburg, Pa. Bill, his
wife, Annette, their daughter, Blaire, and son, Drew,
live in Bethel Park.

Jose Tauro III, a major in the U 5 . A ir Force, writes:
“1 worked for L t Col. K a t h e r i n e M . K e n n e d y 7 6 , J.D.
*80, in Germany. She recendy retired and is coura
geously battling brain cancer.”
L o r i M o r i n 7 6 , M B A *81, assistant dean o f the
School o f Pharmacy at T h e University o f Montana,
was elected O utstanding Pharmacist o f the Year by the
Montana State Pharmaceutical Association.
J im M i n i r a y 7 6 writes: “1 have moved from
Virginia to Seattle and formed a small “litigation bou
tique” with tw o form er partners o f Perkins Cole in
Seattle.
J o h n R a n l e t t 7 7 lives in Seattle and works at Kim
Brooke G roup Talent Agency as a celebrity double for
Bill Gates.

7 9 is branch manager and regis
tered principal o f th e Tempe, Ariz., office o f Calton

D.A. Davidson

sc Co.

D a n HJARTARSON

M ember SIPC
Winter 1997 M O N T A N A N
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Charlene Berquist ’80

Shelby High School She and her husband, Eric, have
five children.
J o h n L W o o d , M.B.A. ’81, lives in Anacortes,
Wash., and is vice president of finance and treasurer
for the Shell Anacortes Refining Company. His wife,
V e n e t ta M o r g e r ’80, is completing her master’s degree
in exercise science at W estern Washington University.
They have two children.
U s a B l o o d F l o w e r s ’82, M.S. ’96, lives in Choteau
and is conservation education program manager for
the Boone and Crockett Club. H er husband, T o m
F l o w e r s ’81, is the state game w arden for the Choteau
area. They have a daughter, A nne Marie.
L a u r a L a f f r a d o , M.F.A. ’82, an English professor at
W estern W ashington U niversity in Bellingham,
Wash., received the school’s 1995-96 Excellence in
Teaching Award.

Ll Com. D o u g l a s W . S w a n s o n ’82 received a mas
ter’s degree in information technology management
from the Naval Postgraduate school in Monterey,
Calif., in September. A t commencement, he received
the Navy League’s highest academic achievement
award, and the Admiral Grace Murray Hopper Award
for outstanding academic accomplishments and leader
ship.
Doug now heads th e D epartm ent o f Data
M anagement at the Naval Reserve Inform ation
Systems Office in New Orleans. He and his wife,
Melissa, have two children, Nathan and Lauren.
B e r n a r d F . M c C a r t h y , J.D. ’83, clerk of court for
the U.S. Bankrupcy C o u rt for the district o f Montana,
was recendy elected vice president/president-elect of
the National Conference of Bankrupcy Clerks. He lives
in Butte.
T im o th y B o r c h e r s ’84 writes: “This spring I left
the Houston humidity to return to Seattle, where I’m

practicing law w ith Susman Godfrey, which was
recendy nam ed the number one litigation firm in the
United States. I just returned from a quick weekend in
W hitefish to see my parents. H ope all is well in
Missoula.”
G l e n T . C a m e r o n , M A . ’84, is an associate profes
sor at the H enry W. Grady College of Journalism and
Mass Communication at the University o f Georgia in
Athens. In October he received the highest award
given by the Institute for Public Relations Research and
Education—th e 1996 Pathfinder Award.
D a n i e l P . G o u l d ’84 has taught English in
W hitefish since his graduation. He recendy spent a
two-year sabbatical at W estern Washington University
in Bellingham, where he earned his master’s degree in
English literature, taught in the English Department
and studied Spanish. Reenergized, he is back in
W hitefish teaching, sailing and hunting.
H o w a r d P h i l l i p s ’84 is married, lives in Boston
and works for Avid Technology.
S t e p h e n H . E s h b a u g h '85 o f Bozeman co-wrote
H ands-on E nvironm ental A d iv id e s, a collection o f 65
activities for elementary teachers to use w hen teaching
environmental concepts.
R o b ’85 and M a r g a r e t H i l d a h l L o n d o n ’85 live in
Minneapolis. Rob is a compensation analyst for Dayton
H udson/M arshall Fields, and Margaret teaches lan
guage arts in nearby Eden Prairie. They have a daugh
ter, Libby London.
D a v id M . S c h m i d t ’85 and his wife, Jeanie, live in
Helena, where David owns Water Rights Solutions, a
water rights/w ater resources consulting practice. They
have three children.

’86 has recently begun his
Critical Care Fellowship at Walter Reed Army Medical
C enter in Washington, D.C.
Je re m y R . B la n c h a r d

Get a TEAMLINE Season Ticket and be a t every Montana
Grizzlies game - even if you live 2,000 m iles away!
No matter how far away you live from your favorite team, you can always hear the play-by-play over the
telephone by calling TEAMLINE. Now with the TEAMUNE Telephone Season Ticket you can hear the
games you want cheaper and with faster access.
The TEAMUNE Telephone Season Ticket is a pre-paid telephone calling card designed to ease access
to your favorite teams games by eliminating the need to use a Visa or MasterCard each time you call. Plus,
for the first time fans can enjoy great savings by buying in bulk. Instead of starting at the regular rate of 50c
per minute fans can pay as little as 25c per minute, including long distance charges for every minute they
listen. Plus, the athletic depart-ment gets a percentage of each season ticket order to help support the team
financially. To order you TEAMUNE Telephone Season Ticket just call 800-225-5321 Today!
Even without a season ticket, you can hear any game by calling TEAM-LINE. Just call 800-846-4700 at
game time and enter your team's four digit access code - 6018. You can listen as long as you like and pay
between 50c and 30c per minute on your credit card depending on how long you listen.
No matter how you choose to use TEAMUNE you can call from
any telephone in the U.S. or Canada including home, office, car, hotel,
even a pay phone. Using a speakerphone the games sound like FM
radio. TEAMLINE provides the five games of over 350 colleges and
professional sports teams. So no matter where you are - even from
2,000 miles away • you can follow your favorite team on TEAMUNE.

Montana Grizzlies
Call: 800-8464700 Ext. 6018
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’86 writes: "1 taught high school for
seven years in Albuquerque, N.M., and in the process
earned my master’s degree in American studies from
the University o f New Mexico. I am married, and my
wife’s name is Jamie Rhein. We just returned from
three years teaching at an American high school in
Singapore We returned with Lee, our three-year-old
daughter from Viet Nam, whom we adopted last
spring. I am currently enrolled at O hio State
University, where I am a doctoral student in the Social
Studies Education D epartm ent”
S te v e M u rra y

A m y R a n s o m ’86 is a French professor at the
University of Montevallo in Montevallo, Ala.
K a t h y M c D e r m o t t K e l l e r ’87 is regional adoption
specialist for the state o f Idaho and lives in Idaho Falls.
J o h n M c K e n n a J r . ’87 and his wife, Andrea, live in
San Antonio, Texas, where John is in his second year
o f an endocrinology fellowship. He earned an M.D.
from the University o f Texas/Galveston in 1992 and
finished an internal medicine residency in ’95. He and
A ndrea have a son, Nicholas, who “plans to be in the
UM class o f 2017,” according to his father.

& ’90s
J o h n *90 and U s a M e i s t e r F ir e h a m m e r '90 live in
Walla Walla, Wash., where John is a staff w riter for
Coffey Communications and Lisa teaches seventh
grade English at Pioneer Middle SchooL Lisa recently
earned a master’s degree in education from Eastern
Washington University in Cheney.
S h a w n J a q u e s '90 recently gave up his CPA job and
enrolled in the University o f Texas/A ustin’s M .BA
program. He writes: “Go Griz and hook’em Horns!”
R o b M lR K H *90 teaches computers and mathemat
ics and coaches track at Valier High SchooL

PAUL S taso ’90 writes: “I have been working in
Missoula as a legal assistant at David Rod Law Offices
since 1994. My wife, Vickie, and I have two wonderful
daughters, Jenna, three, and Ashlin, two. During the
summer o f 1997,1 will be attempting the world record
for the run across America to benefit the American
Cancer Society. This will be a corporate-sponsored
transcontinental ru n and will commence June 9 at

T -S hirts from
M oose's Saloon in M ontana!

Wear one of our T-shirts, even if you wont be back for awhile.
For free color brochure with designs and prices, write:
M oostjy M ooses, PO Box 668, Kallspell, M ontana 59903
Phone: 1406-755-6667 FAX: 1406-257-2338

Dianna Tickner, M .B.A. ’92

Dillon Beach, Calif.”
*91, M.B.A. ’96, is a general p artner at
Ball Consulting G roup in Missoula. H e and his wife,
Mary, have a son, Trevor.
E r ic J. B a l l

M i c h a e l C . B o k e n ’91, M .BA. ’92, is area account
manager for Wyeth-Ayerst Laboratories in Portland.
He’s engaged to m arry Patricia M cGuire o n July 5.

’91 lives in M inneapolis and is an
account executive at Carmichael Lynch Advertising. He
will be m arried to A n n L undren on June 28,1997.
Jo e Sum m ary

T im o th y W . M o o n ’92 earned a doctorate in
osteopathy from th e Michigan State College o f
Osteopathic Medicine in East Lansing and has started
a one-year internship at Womack Army C om m unity
Hospital in Fayetteville, N.C.
T h o m a s L P o u l t o n ’92 is a physician at Madigan
Army Medical C enter at Fort Lewis, Wash. He and his
wife, C h r i s t y G u a j g a n P o u l t o n *91, have a daughter,
Kate.

M B A . ’92, is vice president o f con
tract managemant and planning for Peabody C O A L
SALES Co. In S t Louis, Mo.
D ia n n a T ic k n e r ,

J u d i t h F i r e h a m m e r ’93 earned h er m aster’s degree
in clinical psychology from th e California School of
Professional Psychology in A lameda. She is continuing
graduate studies there and is interning at th e Native

American H ealth C enter Family and Child Guidance
Clinic in Oakland.
J o h n H u g h e s ’93 is a wildlife biologist w ith the
Texas Parks and Wildlife D epartm ent in Pampa, Texas.
M i c h a e l B r o o k s ’94 is in his second year o f law
school at th e University o f Utah.
T o d d H u l l ’94 recently began a one-year position as
an athletic trainer w ith the N H L Mighty Ducks of
Anaheim. H e moved to Southern California this sum
m er w ith his wife, S a r a H a g e n H u l l ’93, and dog, Griz,
after working on his m aster’s degree in excercise phys
iology at M ankato State University in M innesota. T h e
couple expect th eir first child in A pril

A n t h o n y D a m m e l ’96 was commissioned a second
lieutenant through th e A rm y Reserve O fficer’s
Training C orps program. H e earned the D epartm ent
o f the Army Decoration Award, the George C.
M arshall Aw ard an d the D istinguished M ilitary
Student Award at the University. Anthony, w ho has
been assigned to tem porary recruiting d u ty at UM, will
attend the signal officer basic course at Fort G ordon in
Augusta, Ga.

B irths
Phoebe Rose to C a r o l i n e P a t t e r s o n , M .F A ’92, and
M.F.A. '81, on January 24, 1996, in
Missoula.
F r e d H a e fe le ,

W i l l i a m J o h n S p e a r e , J.D. ’94, practices law with
the Billings firm o f H erndon, Sweeney and Halverson.

% o f Butte was one o f 18 graduate stu
dents in the U nited Sates and C anada w ho was award
ed th e LG . Balfour Fellowship from the Sigma Chi
National Fraternity Foundation. He will be the acade
mic adviser and scholarship chairm an to the Beta
Delta Chapter o f Sigma C hi at UM.
Jay B roudy

Navy Seaman S e t h J . L e w i s ’95 recently reported for
du ty aboard the ship U S S Q erm a n to w n , which was
deployed to Sasebo, Japan.
’95 is a photographer for W GBA tele
vision in G reen Bay, W ise

N athan A lexander to M a r l a S t . C l a i r S h o e m a k e r
’81 and Scott Shoemaker, June 2, 19% , in M anhattan,
Kansas.
Colby Lynn to J a n W i l k i n s o n
Harms, D ec 7, 1995, in Denver.

H arm s

’82 and Steve

A m anda Marie to T o m D im m e r ’85 and Holly
Dimmer, O c t 18,1996, in Fowlerville, Mich.
N athan Dean to N e a l D e e
Lynn Buller in G reat Falls.

A n derson

’87 and Aimee

M a tt M o s le y

Nicholas John to

Jo h n M cK enna Jr.

’87 and A ndrea

The University of

Montana

"Takin' Care of Business"

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

iswhat yourAlumni Associationisall about!
N y / We keep you informed of all our gatherings,
TV parties, reunions & Homecoming activities.
We take care of lots more business, too.
Join your Alumni Association today.

It could be the bed call yea'll ever make!

406-243-5211 o r 1-800-862-5862
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP:
Single $35, Dual $50

LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP:
Single $350, Dual $500
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N o te s

McKenna, O c t 2, 1996, in San Antonio, Texas.
Madyline Elizabeth to Lau rie M olloy Matteson ’88
and K e n (C h e w y ) M a t t e s o n ’89, Jan. 19, 1996, in Great
Falls.

I n M emoriam
A.

H a ll

R obert G.
R u th

R ic h a r d D .

W i l l ia m L

J.D. ’32, Helena

’36, Helena

’36, Poison

Wilmington, Del.
N e i l F . C h i d l y ’38, Vallejo, Calif.
G e n e H . C o x ’38, Roseburg, Ore.
C a r l W . S t u k e y x’39, G reat Falls
Louis T. F e n n e i l y x’40, Lakeside

’25, Kalispell
’27, San Diego, Calif.
A L £ X STEPANZOFF ’27, San Francisco, Calif.
R u t h A c k e r l y K e n d a l l ’28, Bigfork
J a c k M . C r u t c h f i e l d ’28, Hamilton
M ir ia m W a y m a n M a n l e y

L

x’40, Helena
’40, Fort W orth, Texas
R obert
J o h n s t o n ’40, Plentywood
M a r i e R a y W a l k e r '41, M.Ed. ’57, Spokane
F lo r e n c e

’28, Joplin
Missoula
D o r o t h y C o h e n M a r t i n ’28, Pullman, Wash.
M a r i a n A . H a r t H a i n e s ’29, Helena
C a t h e r i n e W h i t e B y r d x’29, Prior Lake, Minn.
D a v id F a r n h a m J a m e s

P a l m e r E . J o h n s o n x’28,

’29, Walla Walla, Wash.

F r a n c is

J.
L

C am eron

M u rra y Tubbs

C habre

J.

’41, Lake Oswego, Ore.
G reat Falls
J.D. ’42, Havre

W arren

E l e a n o r W a r r e n G a r r e t t x’41,

J.

C h a n d k e E ttie n ,

G a il R o u n c e B o y d d e S t w o u n s k i

A

M cLeod

x’43, Bozeman
New Boston, Ohio

B a r n e t t x’46,

’38, J.D. ’47, Bellevue, Wash.
’49, Fort Benton
D o w n i n g ’49, Hamilton

B ernard L
W i l l ia m

L ie n

’43, Norman, Okla.

’51, M.Ed. ’57, Laurel
’51, Coronado, Calif.
’52, Silver Springs, Nev.

C h e s te r M . B la y lo c k
J o h n T a y lo r S u c h y
J o h n A . H itz e m a n

E d w a r d R . P r e v o l x’36,

E lv ir a M a d se n H e h r

J.

F r e d e r ic P . H o lb r o o k

’33, M.Ed. ’46, G reat Falls
M a r y S c h o e n h a l s M c J u n k i n ’33, Hermiston, Ore.
R o b e r t L H o l g r e n ’33, Kalispell
C ly d e M c C a ll

'41, Lindsay, Calif.
'43, Helena
A n d e r s o n x’43, Missoula

T hom pson

H e le n R a e A d a m s

W e s le y W . W e r tz ,

K a th e r in e T h a y e r C h e s te r

'24, Missoula
W o r k i n g ’24, Livingston
’25, Logansport, IlL

E d i t h M a h l s t e d t W e id m a n n

JD . ’31, San Diego, Calif.
’31, Tempe, Ariz.
S t a u n t o n x’31, Billings

B urke C

Z a h lla S n y d e r C a r d e ll

D e n n is A . R o v e r o

F. G o r d o n R e y n o ld s

R aym ond

’30, Seatde
Corvallis

P h y l l i s F l a n a g i n S u l l i v a n x’30,

F lo y d 0 . S m a ll,

T he Alumni Office extends sympathy to the families
o f the following alumni, friends and faculty.

D o r o th y D ic k s o n

R u th P a r tr id g e N e ls o n

R ic h a r d
E dw ard

£
J.

L e ic h t

’52, Nampa, Idaho
x’53, Kalispell

S h e lto n

x’54, Bigfork
’54, M.Ed. ’65, G reat Falls
W i l l ia m H . L ie n ’56, Grandview, Wash.
P e t e r H . H a v e r k a m p '57, Joliet
C l a r a K i e l M a e t c h e ’57, Missoula

S h ir le y S ta n a w a y M o o r e
D o n a ld L . O ls o n

’58, Missoula
’58, Kingwood, Texas

A n n a M u e lle r D u F re sn e
L a r ry F. E lle fs o n

C a t h e r i n e P e m b e r t o n H o f f m a n x’59,

Scottsdale, Ariz.
’59, Billings
M . J a m e s S o r t e ’58, JD . ’60, Missoula
L e o n B . P r o d o r '61, San Diego, Calif.
R u s s e ll M . S lo ts v e

UMN! PROFILE

Sandra A lcosser
F rom A u t o Parts t o P oetry
by Gary Thain
andra Alcosser,
.M.F. A . ’8 2 ,
grew up listen
ing to the grinding of
steel in her father’s
body shop in Indiana.
“My
family
is
Pennsylvania Dutch.
I baked with my aunts, fished silently with
my uncles and felt at home on the periphery
of both worlds. If I hadn’t gone off to col
lege," says Alcosser, now a successful poet, “I
might have ru n my father’s body shop."
Alcosser has traveled worlds—and a conti
nent—away from her roots. She has published
two books of poetry: Each Bone a Prayer and
A Fish to Feed AU Hunger, winner of the 1986
Associated Writing Programs award in poetry.
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She is a creative writing professor at San Diego
State University, editor of Poetry International,
and her work has appeared in magazines,
including the N ew Yorker and Poetry. She has
received many awards, including two National
Endowment for the Arts fellowships.
These days, Alcosser divides her time
between California and Montana. She spends
eight months of the year with her husband,
Philip Maechling, in a log home at the base of
the B itterroot Mountains near Florence,
Montana. The other four months, she teaches
in San Diego.
“A divided urban/rural life is ideal,” says
Alcosser. “One semester in California each
year causes me to become engaged in collabo
rations I would never contemplate otherwise.
Right now I am working with a book artist and
a composer on an electronic book set on the
Missouri River." A nother collaboration,

Sleeping Inside the Qlacier, is being produced
by Brighton Press, and Alcosser has also com
pleted a more traditional book of poetry,
Except by N ature—A s a Woman I w ill be
Ungovernable.
A former M adem oiselle editor, Alcosser
moved to Montana in 1977 to teach writing
for the Montana Arts Council. She entered
UM’s graduate program in poetry in 1980. “I
was fortunate to become part of a huge family
of scholars and fine writers," Alcosser says. “It
was a very rich time.”
Alcosser offers young poets this advice:
“Poetry is a life's work. It is not only thinking
about thinking, it is also thinking about beingI say read as much as you can about the tradi
tion, then break every rule. Learn to be alone
and love writing. You’D only become a good
writer if you write, period."

W illia m H e n r y E d w i n D a v is

’62, Pablo

W anda M a r ie H illm a n H a in e s

’63, W estminster, Calif.

C h a r le n e F . S i v a l o n
W enzel F. B r o w n
W ayne D . M y h r e

N ew A lumni
A ssociation Life
M embers

’62, Missoula

’64, Denver, C o b .
’64, Glasgow

J o h n F . C o n n e l l ’6 6 ,

Arlington, Texas

D e lv in a K .

’67, Sheridan
L y o n a i s ’67, Kalispell

G e r a ld R . A l l e n

L ib b y S a l e

’67, Missoula

J e ffr y D a le A v e r ill

V ern A . D o o rn b o s

E. S c o n ’69, Billings
J a n e t t e A b e l l D i l w o r t h ’71, M.Ed. ’78, Missoula
P.

G o f f , J.D.

’71, G reat Falls
H a r r i e t K o u t r e l a k o s M c K e n n a 7 5 , M.Ed. ’80,
Helena
G r e g o r y A l a n C o lc h in

’85, H amilton
'86, Helena

’66, Butte
7 9 , Vicksburg, Miss.
7 7 , Helena

J e s s e M a r t i n B in g h a m
Joseph E. B o w er

L a u r ie M . U g r in B o w e r

’81, Helena

’66, Colleyville, Texas
S a l l y C a r r o l l B u l t m a n n ’64, Colleyville, Texas
J a c k W . B u r n e t t ’50, Billings
C h a r le s H . B u ltm a n n

’55, Rollins
C o l b y ’55, Rollins

M.P.A. ’88, W arm Springs

P a tr ic ia T h o m a s

Missoula
’94, Ju n ctb n , Miss.

H a r r y T h o m a s A l l e n '9 2 ,

M a r g a r e t D o la n C o r d e ll

Thom as D ie te r D u r r

F r a n c e s c o G . D 'A n g e lo

Jodi L y n n J a c o b s o n

*95, Billings

K e lly W ra y E ld e r

’80, Missoula

’90, Missoula
’92, Lewistown
’93, W ashington, D .G
G r e e n f i e l d 7 0 , Omaha, Neb.

J o h n P a tr ic k G iu jg a n
E lin o r

N.

M e tc a lf

E liz a b e th A e r o H o w se r H a n so n

Calif.

The•
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J e r r y Jo h n so n ,
R e n e J. K r ie r

’69, Salisbury, N.C.

Da t e T. L umsden ’62, Fresno, Calif.
A le x a n d e r Jam es M a c k e n z ie

M a r q u e tte M c R a e

’90, Vancouver, Wash.

E d m u n d K . C o lb y

T h eresa Y o u n g e r R o b in s o n
D anny R . E va n s,

’90, Helena

’86, Quilcene, Wash.
Lewistown

’69, Pendleton, Ore.

’57, Anacortes, Wash.
M c K n i g h t ’83, Columbus, Ga.

D o n a ld D . M a c P h e r s o n

M ary

R obert

G a le n J o h n H o llin b a u g h
R o d g e r L ee H uckabee

V

/ -

7 0 , M oreno Valley,

’86, C hagrin Falls, O hio
’82, C hagrin Hills, Ohio
’83, Missoula

Jam es A l f r e d M itc h e ll

K a th i J. D o e r r M itc h e ll
T y le r C M o o r e

R e n R a y O b r ig e w itc h

’85, W ibaux
’84, Bellevue, Wash.
’59, San Jose, Calif.

K a th r y n V. D r i s c o l l P e c h a
M a ry A n n A r r a s P o r te r
S te w S a lo w ttz ,
C arl

R.

Normal, 111
’63, Helena

S c h w e r tfe g e r

W illia m S ilv e r m a n

’80, Missoula

M ic h a e l H . S im o n s

7 3 , Missoula
’83, G reat Falls

T o d d J e f f r e y T im b o e

T hom as C a r le to n W a lla c e

’85, Denver

’84, Miles C ity
A m y E . V a n ic a W a t t ’85, G reat Falls
P a t r i c k R. W a t t '8 9 , G reat Falls
J o d y A . M u rp h y W a u jc k

A s tr id A n n e W ik le

’96, El G ranada, Calif.

/?

1996-97 Season National Tour
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Live Theat re From The H ear t Of The Rockies Call 406-243-6809 to find out when the Rep will be In your area.
THE MONTANA REP is supported in port by grants from the M ontano State Legislature, M ontano Arts C ouncil, The University o f M ontana, M o n tan a Cultural Trust,
and is proud to be a part of the W estern States Arts Federation louring Program , the Arts Midwest Touring Roster a n d The N ational Endowment for th e Arts.

TheUniversity of M o n t a n a — M is s o u la
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UMNi NO TES

ALUM NI
A S S O C IA T IO N
BOARD
P resident
Dennis D. Iverson ’67
Helena
P resident -elect
Gwen McLain Childs ’63
Littleton, CO
V ice P resident
Patricia McCallum Lamont '65
Calgary, Alberta
P ast P resident
Joan W atts Datsopoulos ’66
Missoula
Robert T. “Rob’’ Bell ’90 ’93
Missoula
Marcia Meagher Bragg ’63 7 4
C ut Bank
Glen M. Campbell '85 ’87
Redmond, WA
Lauren Davidson Descamps '85
San Rafael, CA

U M A lumni A ssociation
A nnounces N ew S cholarship
hat is the connection between your late Great-Aunt Mildred and your freshman roommate's son,
Sonny? How can commemorating your parents’ fiftieth anniversary benefit the children of your col
lege touch football teammates?
If these seem unrelated, think again.
The University of Montana Alumni Association Board of Directors announces the establishment of the UM
Scholarship Fund for the children and grandchildren of UM alumni. Donations in any amount may be made in honor
of special friends, family and events or in the memory of deceased persons.
A book listing the honorees, memorials and donors will be displayed in the Alumni Office and the names will be
published in each issue of the M ontanan or the Alumni Newsletter. Prospective students who are children or grand
children of UM alumni may apply for this scholarship. An announcement requesting applicants will be made when
the fund is large enough to grant scholarships. Recipients will be announced in the news media at the time the schol
arships are awarded.
Please send your donations to: The University of Montana Alumni Association Scholarship Fund, Brandy Hall,
The University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812-0013. Checks should be made payable to The University of
Montana Alumni Association. Please specify whom you are honoring with your gift and why.

W

R. MacMillan “Mac* Fraser ’62
Boulder, CO
Wyley P. Good ’63
Fort Benton
Robert W. “Bob" Hoene 7 0
Clancy

A lumni Cruise 1 9 9 6
One hundred and twenty-seven University alumni
traveled together on the Mexican Riviera Cruise. The
group left Los Angeles and stopped at ports-of-call Cabo

San Lucas, Mazatlan and Puerto Vallarta. Alumni from
other state schools also participated, bringing the group
total to 240.

Susan Foster Korkalo '66
Livingston

4 Dan Marinkovidi ’50, Sherm Lohn ’46,
J.D. ’47, and Ella Mae Norris join Jane and
President George Dennison and others as they
watch the ship drop anchor at Cabo San
Lucas.

Jeanette Sayer McKee ’68
Hamilton
K itty VanVliet Meyer ’64
Eugene, OR
W ilm er “Bill" Mitchell '50
Miles G ty
Donald E Nicholson ’56
Norwich, CT

R o b e r t D e s c h a m p s x ’4 4 a n d R ic h a rd "D ick"

Paige Wilson Nicholson *89
Great Falls

S o l b e r g ’5 4 c h e e r o n t h e ir h o r s e , " G riz," d u r
in g t h e o n -b o a r d h o r s e r a c e . G riz p la c e d

Michael J. O'Neill ’80
Butte

second. ▼

A nn Parke Ruegamer ’67
Billings

Rick F. Schneider 7 8
Edina, M N

Kay LeFevre Stipe ’59
Spokane, WA
Rick V. Weaver 7 5
Havre
A L U M N I O F F IC E
Bill Johnston 7 9 , M i> A ^ 1
T he University o f Montana
Missoula, M T 59812-0013
406-243-5211
1-800862-5862

alumni# seUav.umt.edu
h t t p : / . 'w w w .um tedu/alum ni
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4 Robert Connote
'60, Rosemary
Anderson Fossum ’53
and Richard Fossum
enjoy a conversation
following dinner.

Just wanted to thank you for the wonderful UM Alumni
Membership Calendar. I think the Alumni Association
should do this yearly. A great gift Another great year for the
Griz football team. Only wish I could have made it to
Homecoming.
Sincerely, Susan Cannon DiLenge *65

Business School Dean Larry Gianchetta visits with Cory
Bruce ‘94 (left) and Larry Bruce ‘70 (right), both from Cirde,
at the 1996 Sidney, Mont, Alumni/Athletics Coif
Tournament.
-

Upcom ing U M A lum ni Events 1 9 9 6 -9 7

Messages like the above from “Grizznut” Susan Cannon
DiLenge make our day. The UM Alumni Membership
Calendar she mentions was sent to all dues-paying members
this fall and has been an immediate success. Be sure to join
your Alumni Association today so that you, too, can enjoy
beautiful, colorful campus scenes and keep track of the
im portant UM events on your calendar. Call us at
1-800-862-5862 or e-mail us at alum ni@ selway.umt.edu
for details. O ur Web page is pretty awesome too:
h t t p : / / w w w .u m t.e d u / alum ni.
Thanks, Susan. We’re already thinking of ideas for next
year’s membership calendar!

February
22 Billings, M ont * Alumni Reception with the Montana
Repertory Theatre
24 Great Falls, M ont • Alumni Reception with the
Montana Repertory Theatre

March
2 Denver, Colo. - Colorado Ski Trip
14 Phoenix, Ariz. • Montana Alumni Reception
18 Palm Desert, Calif. • Montana Alumni Dinner

April
12 Plum Borough, Pennsylvania - Montana Alumni Event
(near Pittsburgh)
25 New York, N.Y. - Montana Alumni Reception
27 Stonybrook, N.Y. - Alumni Reception with the Montana
Repertory Theatre

May
15-17 Missoula, M ont - 5 0 /6 0 Class Reunion
17 Missoula, M ont • Commencement Ceremonies,
Classes of ’37, ’47 and *97

June
10 Missoula, MT - Wien, Austria, Exchange Participants
Reunion
For information, call 1-800*862-5862.

Four freshman from 1938-39 reunite in front of Brantly Hall (formerly North Hail).
From left to right, they are: Adeie Hemingway Krieger '42, Marjorie Hazard
AMgren '42, Cheryl Noyes Craig '42 and Ruth James Tomlinson '42.
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$ 4 4 M illion and Our
L eadership G ifts
ALSAM Foundation
Leigh M. Besancon
Jessie M. Bierman Estate
Burlington Northern Santa Fe Foundation
James B. and Louise Cashes, John W. and Sarah Castles
Ian B. and Nancy A. Preston Davidson
William J. and Rosemary Gallagher
Haworth Furniture Company
Richard C. Knimm
C. G. "Pat” and Virginia MacKey McCarthy
Wilbur T. and Ann C. Moser McKinney
M.J. Murdock Charitable Trust
National Endowment for the Humanities
Carroll and Nancy Fields O’Connor
William O’Neill Estate
Liz Claiborne Art Ortenberg Foundation
Terry W. and Patt Payne
Plum Creek Timber Co., LP.
Robert L Schafer Estate
Dennis R. and Phyllis Peterson Washington
Nelson Sanford Weller
James M. and Frances M. Jorgensen Wyider

M ajor G ifts
Jessie M. Bierman
Carl W. Blair Estate
Ronald E. Blake Estate
The Boeing Company
Thomas H. and Ann Boone
Burlington Resources/Meridian Oil Foundation
Donald J. and Carol Jean Byrnes
George D. and Louise MacKenzie Caras
Pearl E. Clark Estate
W. Bruce and Mary Louise Cook
J.E. Corette III and Mary Ann Corette
John R. Cowan Jr.
Crowley, Haughey, Hanson, Toole & Dietrich
Datsopoulos, MacDonald & Und
Robert L and Grace Ehlers
Marguerite Heinsch Ephron
Nora Staael Evert
First Interstate BancSystem of Montana Foundation
First Bank System Foundation/Flrst Bank Montana
Roger L and LeNoire Fish
Percy and Adrienne Frazier
Garlingtoa, Lohn & Robinson
Harold and Prisdlla L Pickard Gilkey
W. E. Hainiine Jr.
Haynes Foundation
Chester L Hursh
Jack Hursh and Kathryn Morton
Aleta L Hansen Husted
Alice Irwin Estate
Robert E. and Florence Steinbrenner Jones
Ronald S. and Olive McKay Kain Estates
Ernest G. and Jeanette M. Lake
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Donors Did It!

James A. and Joy A. Mariska
Jim McKown
Donna A. Hoover Metcalf
The Montana Power Company/ENTECH Foundation Inc
Earl E. and Noella Nichols Morgenroth
Annetta D. Nielsen
Charles R. and Charlotte Oliver
Gregory E. and Mary Noel Brittingham Olson
John L and Marilyn W. Olson
D.B. "Bud” and Lou Ozmun
Poore, Roth & Robinson, P.C.
Hammitt E. and Paula Bowman Porter
Kent D. and Marian E. Price
Ginger Renner
William A. and Joanne Reynolds
Naseby Rhinehart Jr. and Beverly Rhinehart
George and Peggy Sarsfleld Trust
James R. and Christine M. Scott
Suzanne and Walter Scott Foundation
Frederick W. Searies
Garvin F. and Mary Louise Shallenberger
John N. and Mary Kinniburgh Shephard
Joan V.R. Smith
Marion McGill Smith
John and Susan Talbot
Toyota USA Foundation
Nets E. and Margie Garrison Tumquist
Dean and Virginia Young Vlnal
Western Federal Savings Bank of Montana
Vernon R. Williams Estate
Virginia H. Young

S pecial G ifts
Airborne Express
Alexander, Baucus and Linnell, P.C.
Gerald and Nancy Allen
American Drug Stores
Edwina P. Ames Estate
C. LeRoy and Joanne R. Anderson
Craig K. and Jane Frickle Anderson
Ernest R. and M. Josephine Buergey Anderson
Robert L Andresen
Albert C Angstman
David H. and Lorrtel A. Baker
James A. and Jane J. Bartheimess
Edward F. and Marilyn Bartlett
James and Betty Basolo
William G. and Jean Sheppard Baucus
Deane M. and Laurie Mutch Bell
Big Sky Lumber Inc
J. Weldon Birdweil and Judeth Birdweil Badgley
Blaine and Ellen Bloomgren
Dorothy R. Bohn
Floyd and Marfys Knutson Bosdtee
Robert A. and Beverly Simpson Braig
William and Judith BrodsJcy
Robert F. and Judy A. Brophy

Susan Thrailkill Brotman
Arthur and Tiia Brown
Brown, Gerbase, Cebull, Fulton, Harmon & Ross, P.C.
Brownlng-Ferris Industries
Charles H. and Sally Carroll Bultmann
John R. and Donna Kelly Burgess
Robert F. and M. Bettina Stohr Burke
J. Martin Burke
John J. and Nancy M. Calvert Burke
Arthur Keeler Burt Estate
Buttrey Food and Drug Stores Inc
Patrick N. Byrne Estate
Carol Jean Byrnes
Alan F. and Judith Cain
T H A N K YOU
Paul and Nancy Schilling Caine
FOR ALL
Eari Christensen
John G. and Kathleen M. Connors
Bill and Marian Cook
THESE
Reanette Cook Estate
Corette, Pohlman, Allen, Black & Carlson
GIFTS
Jack E. Corette
Sally Sheridan Corette
RECEIVED
Leslie and Janet Trask Cox
Benjamin L and Jeanne E. Craig
c iw rc
Katherine Craighead
S liltt
Walter and Beryl Danielson
******
Janet L Fowler Dargitz
1992
Thomas G. and Frances Nash Davis
Patrick and Vickie Davison
George M. and Jane I. Dennison
Arthur Desdiamps Jr. and Florence Skogen Desdiamps
Boh A. and Marilyn Brown Dickey
John M. and Anne Kiefer Dietrich
Lina Greene Dougan
Dennis and Gretdien Holtz Eck
E. Edwin and Joyce Eck
A. Gifford Edwards
Charles Engelhard Foundation/Susan O’Connor
David A. and Goldie Enger
Martin T. Farris
First Security Bank of Missoula
Flint Creek Valley Bank
Sara S. Foland
Gene P. and Joan Kennard Fopp
Stephen H. Foster
Frank A. and Alicejane Carkeek Fowler
Donald E. Fraley
LarTy and Dee Dee Dahl Glanchetta
Glacier Bancorp
F. Orville and Harriet Welsh Gray
Randall H. Gray and Nora Flaherty-Gray
William and Mary Greve Foundation Inc
Joel and Ann Turner Guthais
Mont H. Gutke
Paul V. and Betty Haack
Sam E. Haddon

Efforts will continue for the
next nine months to fund the
unfunded priorities.
Paul and Dona Hagen
Put your name on the list so
Jeffrey T. Hamilton
Norman L and Constance Hanson
your legacy won’t be missed!
Karen Hatcher
James M. and Katherine H. Haughey
John F. and Kathy McCarthy Hedge
Tom and Sandy Hines
Louise 1. Voorhees Hoback
Fred J. Martin Jr.
Andrew L and Jane Hofmeister
Edith M. Mathews Estate
Vernon C. and Lois Miller Hollingsworth
John R. and C. Kathleen Whiting McBride
Robert C. and Mary Holman
James B. and F. Theresa Qulllco McDonough
Glenn and Mary Hostetter
John P. and Joan Urquhart McMahon
Richard W. and Barbara Hubbard
Deborah Doyle McWhinney
John D. and Marda Imsande
Rose Southworth Megee
Olive “Rusty" Jacobs
M. Louise White Menk
Randolph Jacobs
John L. and Sharene K. Menson
William D. and Loretto C. German James
Richard L Merritt
WJ. and Sue Jameson
David “Moose” and Shirley Fournier Miller
Jardine, Stephenson, Blewett & Weaver
Richard “Shag” and Helen Guthrie Miller
Calvin T. and Marva Kirby Christian, Clayton and Dawn
Dennis G. and Julie Minemyer
Christian, Kirby S. and Barbara Currie Christian
Mircosoft Corporation
Cordell and June Bowman Johnson
Wilmer A. Mitchell Jr. and Avis Mitchell
Darrell D. and Janet Griffen Johnson
Donald W. and Judy Strauss Molloy
David and Judy Johnson
Mary R. Morgan
F. Quentin and Ruth A. Sackett Johnson
Larry D. and Joyce E. Morlan
Mac and Virginia Malloy Johnson
Moulton, Bellingham, Longo & Mather, P.C.
Bill and Dori Middleton Johnston
Robert and Lela Woodgerd Mountain
Elizabeth Booth Johnston and Kathleen Booth VanMeter
Lawrence and Kathleen Nash
Gary and Varlene Kaiser
Stuart C. and Janie Nicholson
David T. Kearns
Russell Niles Estate
J. William Kearns
Norwest Foundation
Lewis P. Keim
Gary A. Nygaard
Marion Kellum
Kathy Ogren - Bitterroot Motors
Ruth Adcerty Kendall
Vern L and Mary Hughes Oliver
Donald C. and Patricia Rend Oriich
Jack Kendrick Family
AJ. “Jack” and Almeda King
Boynton G. and Helen M. Paige
F. Robert and Carol Sue Otthouse Palin
Dominic B. and Jean King
Knight, Dahood, McLean, Everett & Dayton
Robert T. and Ann Prendergast Pantzer
David R. and Monica Conrad Paoli
Unda Phillips Knoblock
William G. and Cheryl Saari Papesh
Arnold V. Kober
Lee A. Paris
James V. and Donna Koch
E. William Parker
Barbara Streit Koessler
Alison Merriam Payne
Gareld F. and Barbara Krieg
Mora C. MacKinnon Payne
Margaret Childers Krumm
Thomas Payne
Daniel and Sophia Lambros
Jerry and Penny Wagner Peabody
Craig and Margaret Sample Langel
Jack W. and Sharen Peters
James R. and Mary Ann Dimock Larcombe
John L and Jean Hollingsworth Peterson
William Larcombe
Rudolph and Michlko Pettinato
H. Kleis and Rae H. Larsen
Elizabeth Stoick Pew
The daughters of Howard C. Lee
Dorothy Phelps Estate
Sharon Northridge Leonard
Stephen and Ann Cade Phelps
Matthew Levitan and Gail Singer
LD. and Janet Polich
Raymond and M. Jacqueline Lewis
James A. Poore III and Shelley Hopkins Poore
Joseph P. and Lilian Hopkins Unduska
Robert A. and Pauline Wild Poore
Wayne and Sallie Linnell
Ward H. Powell
Sherman V. and Connie L Davis Lohn
Robert C. and B. Jeanne Pyfer
Harold J. and Shirley Siebrasse Lund
J. Randy and Deborah L Reger
Russell T. "Tres" Lund III
George D. and Lorraine Kurils Remington
John and Ellen MacMillan
Wayne and Victoria Reynolds
L Bruce Madsen
Nib Ribi and Patricia Brotin-Ribl
William B. Mahoney

Phillip M. and Mabel Colby Roberts
Sam A. and Kathleen A. Roberts
Fred and Polly Peppard Rohrbach
Urban L and Donna E. Roth
Mel H. and Ruth Bergan Ruder
William H. and Ann Parke Ruegamer
Raymond D. and Dale Burnett Ryan
Lee J. and Jody Sahlin
C. Ursula Sayers
George Schotte Estate
William and Shirley Roehm Scott
Doreen M. Shafizadeh
Earl L and Donna Sherron
Jean’ne Shreeve
Dalton Simmons
Everit and Nichali Paulsrud Sliter
J. David Slovak
Duane E. and J. Aureta Smith
Roger S. Smith
Theodore M. Smith
Jeffrey W. and Margaret J. Cummings Sogard
William and Ellen Gallus Solem
Southgate Mall Associates
Mrs. C. Robert Stein
Sterling Savings Association
John and Genevra Stewart
A.P. “Lou” and Hazel C. Wilson Sullivan
William J. and Helen Sullivan
Kenneth I. and Doris A. Sutherland
James W. and Jo E. Swain
Frank A. and Cheryl L Thomas
Winnifred Thomas Estate
Eugene C. Tidball
James and Thea Williams Tidyman
James O’Malley Tingle
Tractor and Equipment Company
John and Mary Ellen Cawley Turmell
Hildegarde Weisberg Turner
Madison S. Turner
US West
Valley Bank of Kalispell
John B. and Nikki Van Heuvelen
A. Andrew van Teylingen Estate
Neil F. Wakley
Guillermo M. Walker
Burton 0. and Penny Nelson Wastcoat
Frederick D. Watson and Nande E. Poulos
Robert M. and Eleanor Y. Weidman
Roger A. and Judy West
A. Warren and Betsy Ross Wilcox
J. Carter and Judith B. Williams
Larry and Rebecca Williams
John D. and Patrida Carroll Woods
Nellie L Woodward
William W. Wyckman
Akira Yamagudil, KST • Hokkaido

Plus hundreds of donors at the
General Gifts level and through the
Excellence Fund
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Lum inarias lig h t the way to M ain H a ll fo r the Singing on the Steps,
one o f m any events during Homecoming 1 9 9 6 .

|Crsiiring
mkMgrhistory
fuerururs
Students Benefit From Your Generosity now and In The University's future
• Eq u ipm e n t

UM has the first Yamaha CFIII 9-ft. concert grand
disklavier piano ever sold in the United States.
• C la s s ro o m s

New buildings added learning spaces ranging from
intimate seminar rooms to 250-seat tiered classrooms.
• S c ie n tific L a b o r a to r ie s

Campaign gifts improved research capabilities in the
Murdock Biogeochemical Lab and Shafizadeh Center
for Wood and Carbohydrate Chemistry.
• INTERDISCIPLINARY CENTERS

The University of

M o n ta n a

The Bolle Center for People and Forests and Center for the
Rocky Mountain West promote investigation of timely issues.

Capital Campaign

There’s still time fo r you to be a part o f this historic campaign.
Your g ift will Ensure the Tradition o f Excellence
at The University o f Montana
OM Foundation

Ensuring a Tradition
o f Excellence
P.O.Box 7159

M issoula, M T 5 9 8 0 7
(4 0 6 ) 2 4 3-2593

"itte Utet

Buy a University of M ontana p late.
Fund stu d e n t scholarships an d show y o u r support!
How?
•

W hen it's tim e to renew your vehicle license a t the
Motor Vehicle D epartm ent, sim ply request the official
University o f M ontana license plate.

•

Pay $22.50. O f th a t am ount, th e UM Scholarship Fund receives

•

Personalized m essages are available.

W hat iff I already have a UM p late
b u t I w an t th e new design?
•

You’ll still pay $22.50 if you renew your plate during your registration m onth.
Go in an y other m o n th an d you’ll pay $2.50 - ju s t bring y our current UM plate w ith you.

•

Keep th e sam e personalized m essage if you w an t, b u t plates w ill be num bered
sequentially from this point on so the num ber m ay not be th e sam e as before.

Thank you for y o u r support!

university of

W

M o n ta n a

Discover

a

jt M

ore A bou t

Montana...
than y o u ever thought possible.

T o d a y ’s M o n ta n a M a g a z in e is m o r e e x c itin g a n d b e a u t i f u l .
t h a n e v e r b e f o r e . C a ll o r s e n d in y o u r o r d e r to d a y to s t a r t a
s u b s c r i p t i o n fo r y o u r s e l f o r a s a g ift a n d e n jo y th e s e s p e c ia l
b e n e f its :

C ollector Quality. With its proud heritage of literary excellence,
photographic splendor and high-quality printing and paper, Montana
Magazine makes an attractive keepsake in your home.
No-Risk G uarantee. Satisfaction is fully
guaranteed. If you are not completely satisfied
with Montana Magazine you
may cancel your subscription
and receive a full refund.
And a special FREE BOOK
OFFER to U niversity of
M ontana alum ni. With each
paid subscription receive
your choice of these books:

SfY«es:

I w an t to o rd er M ontana M agazine a n d receive m y choice o f e ith er Year o f th e Gri:
M ontana Backroads, o r Glacier C ou n try FR E E .**

J 6 issues (I year ) $21

]

12 issues (2years) $38

1 w ould like free (check one): I__IYear o f th e G riz
Paym ent: CDCheck enclosed

[ j Please bill me

Acct. #

|__| M o n tan a B ackroads

Charge my credit card: L ]

Exp. Date

Name

L j 18 issu es (3 years )

/

$54

O G lacier C o u n try

0 9

Signature
Phone(

)

Address
City_______

State_____________ZIP
[Foreign orders add $5 per year, U S. funds) * 'one book per order

A tSSQ ,

Send to: M o n ta n a M agazine, P.O. Box 5 630, H elena, MT 5 9 6 0 4 -4 5 3 0

T he U n iv ersity o f

Jv Montana

M ONTANAN
224 Brandy Hall
Missoula, MT 59812-0013
ADDRESS CO RRECTIO N REQUESTED
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